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Thome Who Will Take Part in
Prof. William Deal's opera
far Fountain Fund.
Best Si'gig Talent in City for
Principals and Chorus.
SPECIAL. D.% (.E$ VREPARED
as"
Harbosi
Is !supposed to be a tropical island
mid a•a, inhabited by a quite 60.
hard. hoapitable people. and ruled in
paternal *sic by patriarchal ktng.
Oise of (Itaractere
The king, a patriarchal sovereign
 Mr. Robert Scott.
To-molly. an Iriah castasay. who.
wrecked upon the meted. has
been made a privileged charac-
ter by king and people.. .
 Mr. Jas. M. Young
Lenamo, who is scheming for mari-
tal advantages .. Miss Carrie Ham,
Ivan, who, exiled from his native
land, has found a home among
the people of Barbee, and has
• become advisor and favorite of
the Ides  Mr. Richard Scott.
Dore. a beautifal orphan. afflanoed
to Ivan, who comes to Fiatilma to
Is' the bride of her lover_ ....
 Mem Lillian 1:an.iester
The program for the liperetta "Bar-
bee," by Prof. William Deal, which
will be given Friday night at the Ken-
tucky theater for the benefit of tie
D. A R. fountain fund, Is announced'












The king's courier. Mr. Salem Cope.
A bridal party:, Misses Attea Hee
clseee St. John, Chlora ituilth. Elisa-
beth Willtioniam; and Manai-Wil. Freels
Cheek, David Tinier. IL G. Rhodes,
Salton Cope.
Chorus tied by Mimes Anna Hill
and Claire St. John, eepranos; Who
Elisabeth Williamson. alio, velem
Vette, tenor, and Mr Frank ('heek.
bass).
Daseres.
ruder direction .of Prof. Mahler:
In first act, Rustic DOOM. In sec-
ond. Grand March. la act third, Is-
land Dance.
All chorus movements and stipa ar.
ranged under supervisiion of Mr.
Mahler.
hdyrpolated tiougs.
In act third Mina Caroline liani
will sing -Isle of My Dreams." from
Irvin Cobb's musical comedy "runt"
Night," and Mr. Frank Cheek 
will!nets with regret.
zendor J1114-014_1tonk Ant 1."
The five eouples who will take part
In the Island Dance, ita especially
pretty dines feature of the third act.
..srettow-tke-reeetrtiew7--le--eneorded eves-
the king of Berboa. are: Miss Claire
St. John and Mr. David Teaser. Jr.;
Mao Anna Hill and Mr. Feltz St.
John: Miss Brooks Smith and NI,
Harry Singleton; Miss Elisabeth W
'Lamson and,Mr Salem Cope.
limicoede of Bream.
A'rt first represents a festival in
the forest—the celebration of an is-
land fete delr.
Act second represents _a hall in
Ivan's palace. Since the events of
at first. the obligatory rites with
1.enamo have been gone through
with, and at the opening of thhi act
the (*remodel of the marriage of
Ivan and Dore are being consummat-
ed.
Act third repreennta Ivan'e garden,




Solo. "King in isir Alreastle."
'Song (To-molly and chorus)
"The Cateeway "
Neel...nett music, recentives and
and -Churns of Waleotats"
Dramatic meek.. recitatites and
aolo • Ivalli, "I lifsar Thy Voice "
Finale (rn-molly and therms)
Art Melted.
A wedding hymn.
(semi to the bride.
'Serener'''. trio (Dere. Iran and
King) and walls chorus (full com-
lanY) "Life Can be hut a Happy
Dream," Introducing dramatic inter-
lude Lenamo.)
Solo (Lenamo). "Alone and
Duet (Dore dad Ivan), "True Love
la Faith."
Finale (To-melt" and chortle).
Art Third.
Interpolated song I Lemma 1
Quintet (Dore, 'her companion, 1A.-
name, Ivan, the kings etturier and
the Island's only prelate). "The King
Approaches," and full chorue
"Greeting to the King."
Ortad finale.
TEN CENTS PER WEEK
Two Girls Trapped Among Falling
Timbers When Wild Car Crashes
Into Supporters of Elevated Walk
Cora Jones and Rosa Battrum
Drop Twelve Feet and Are
Covered With Debris of Struc-
ture.
Supports of an elevated itetik were
knocked down this morning about 9
o'clock at the factory of the Paducah
Box and Basket company by a freight
i-ar that jumped the track and Cora
Jones, 604 Elizabeth street, and Rosa ,
Ruttrum, Ninth and Caldwell streets. !
employed at the factory, were injured. '
When rescued from the debris, the
Buttrum girl was discovered to have '
her left arm and right leg broken, and
was cut about the body. The little!
Jones girl had her lip ettt and othei
alight cuts about her head. She was
knocked unconscious, but the little
Soprani girl retained her senses. and
artfully dodged failing timbers that ,
fell near her head.
BALLARD COUNTY
WARNING BUYERS
FROM WHOM TO BUY
Apparently ao Truth in Story
About Alleged Tobacco
Burning Friday.
Snits Will be Entered Next
Week Against Dumpers.
MANY COKE IN AND PROTEST
Every effort to verify a story that
A. w,bierritt's tobareo was dumped
at the roadside Friday morning near
Lovelaceville and burned by night
riders, because he Willi hauling it to
Mayfield to sell, him failed, and there
is no such a man kites n around Love-
laceville: a carpenter named B. W.
Merritt, resides near MeIber. Fur-
seriously hurt, 
thermore, inquiries, at Mayfield,
whence the story is supposed to haveTbe elevated stalk leads from the _ aem nated. Lovelaceville, Melber, Laseeond story of the factory to the  
  Center and elsewhere, corroborate theYard, where the hasketir are stored.
About ten feet frees the building the STANDARD LASESrailroad track paws under the walk.'
The two girls bad left the building
when switch engine No. 85 of the, 1 POINT IN ELKINSand were going down into the yard
Illinois Central backed in to get a I
car. The coupling was made and as
the engine started out one car jumped
the track and knocked the supports
down.
The girls told bystanders-that they
saw the danger and tried to rush back Washingtoo, Feb. 24.--That the
Into the factory, hut the creak came Mane law was not repeated by the
before dte7 reached the door and they- *MINIM rate taw, was decided by the
fell about 17 feet thi. ground amid itiptehte 'email of the UnitOd States
the ?wavy timbers. Mr. W. F. eiorehe today In the case of'the Great North-
esee_seesseelarm_foundeetelte-andenned.
o etankiles were standing near lef.tfmg-linr-Milve-rmlit.r -15e
and quickly pulled the girls from granting rebates to the W. P. Dever-
under the debris: eaux company, of Minneapolis. This
Dr. H. P. Sights was called and 'Ign(w'kli out one of the Standard Oil
gave the injured girls medical attets-fmminlaY's contentious _as to why it
tem. The Buttrum girt. witty is the 141("Ellt "tsbe regal-111d in PI"' its /29e
daughter of Mrs. Missouri Tidwell. "h4"°4) 4" for acetPting rebate-s'
fill•NAWAY CAR.
Itentiblit at top speed, with
tin- motorman 'Ting helpless on
the groom, near the fair grounds
street car No, on the Broad-
way line, made Nish turns 441
FOUntain 111•11-1111e Shout inmon
day and was captured at Fie
teentn tercet by men from the
ear barn. Motorman T. J. Slate
shall, without a conductor, atm
In charge ef the empty ear, in-
bound, When he %As melted smith
%fillip) and fell ooff at the fair
grounds. The ear was Kiang at
top speed on the straight %Wretch
but (tie joking f•aumml the trolley
to Jason the wire, end the Hop.
ping pole touched the wire Just
oriel* enough to keep the car ge-
lug.sioluelme, vtho saw the run.
tinny, telephoned to tlw barn.
The “trolley retrie‘er" put on
cam for that purpose pulled the
trolley oft, nhen th••.k.ar was go.
log too ram. Martial! Vona Mkt
LAW-CONTENTION
was taken to Riverside hospital anu
the Jones girl was removed to h*
home, 5514 lelizabeth street.
MRS K H. Rit'HAIRDIWIS
CALLED TO SON'S SIDE,
Mos. K B. Richardson, 3211
Third atreet, was called to St.
yeeterday by the Illness of her aos.
Mr. Eugene Richardson, who is with
the Dansilton-lirevin Shoe company of
that tit. Mr. Richardson has typhoid
fever and has been taken to the Mhe
Pour' Baptist sanitarium for treat:
ment. He is a populer Paducah boy




Unientown. Ks.. Feb. 241.--(tipe-
-Will green, a former .convict.
was shot and killed by ,Louis Curie
near Boxtewn. Curse was arrested,
hut attempted to kill himself In jail.
Green was a brother of the man who
cut of a farmer's neck at Owensboro.
Grain Markd.
St Louis. Feb. 24.—Wheat, e7 Si;
corn, 67%; oats. 53, 
TA FT IN LEAD WITH FORTY-EIGHT
DELEGATES AND 284 MORE PROMISED
Statement of Committees and
Ctlaveations That are Pled-
ged to War Secreta17-
Columbus, 0., Veb. 21.—The gles-
eral headquarters of the Taft canvass
In this city issued • statement In
which it is claimed that out Of 78
delegates to the Republican natinnal.
convention, choten to date. 411 are in-
structed for William H.-Taft &rpm's,
died. 34- of these being outside of
Ohio.
Twenty-six delegetes elected in In
liana have been 'helmeted for Yee
President Fairbanks, It Is further
claimed that Secretary Taft has beet
indorsed as the Repnblieln preelden-
eeedidete Is fourteeit states, two
territoriesandrosie colonial possession
wilt a total of 1114 votes le the next
Republican national ronventiOn.
The suite% and territories In which
it Ix claimed Secretary Taft has been
indorsed, either by the state-commit
tee or a Mitt*. eonventloa, with the
number of their delegates. follows:
Alabama. 22: Colorado, MI; Fior-
d*, 10; Kansas, 20: Kentucky, 24,
Misisouri, 34; Nebraska, 16; North
Carolina. 24: North Dakota. ii; Ohio,
48, Oklahoma, 14; South Dakota, it,
Tenneseee. 24: West Virglela.
Alaska, 2: New Mexico, 2; Philip




say without doubt Texas will mend
two deemations to tim Republican
national copeentioo. loleartng the
actions of "the reorganised" party
Saturday In denouncing Taft and
Roosevelt. Cecil Lyon le head of theIt
re FSqui M Honsernan. of Grave. Taft faction in Tense. -Lyon. it Is
couney, la In the city today on mist mid, will call reeetter Republican
nvenUou earlier than that of the_
••• n•1-gaised's party. ttrus-plitlfitg Tiles
r, orgap item" In the light of bolters
Taft holosieweista.
Washington. Feb. 24.—Frank H.
Hitchcock. polltital manager for Sec-
retary Taft. today received a tele-
gram announcing that a meeting of
the Republican committee of the
Third congressional district of Tea-
nem*, (the Chattanooga district) a
resolution unanimously Indorsing
Secretary Taft for the presidency was
adopted.
Itr...Jittchcock also received a tele-
gram that at a meeting of the Bepab-
!leen state chairmen and leaders of
Araknsaa a public declaration in sup-
er elleeretary Taft wes issued.
0E0. LEHNNARD RESIONS
Mr. George leelinhard, former • ity
license Inspector, and re•ently assist-
ant city japer, has resigned his posi-
tion to accept a better positlote Mr
Lehnhard made a good official and
the officials regretted to receive his
resignatIon.
Uttar Son Dim.
T. infant son of Mr. aneMrs, W
A. Berry, 503 North Seventh street,
lied Saturday night about 9 o'clock.
The funeral was held yesterday after-
noon at the. residence. The tuiria,
was in the family lot in Oak Grove
cemetery.
'Vogt 'Infant.
The few da Nys old ees of Mr and
41 rs Cla rence Vogt, of eete Sont t.
elalh street, died last night and was
buried In Oak Grove this afternoon
Kelly Infant,
The Infant son of Mr and Mrs r
'I. Kelly, of O'Brien's addition, died
yesterday morning and was hurled
Yesterday afternoon In the county.
impressionthat the story is not found-
ed on fact.
The story nays Merritt .114 an Inde-
pendent grower. Areociation Met" in
the Pqrchase are not interfering with
fndependent planters, further than to
try to induce them to sign the pledge;
and In Ballard county, where there is
trouble with "dumpers," the associa-
tion is resorting to-law, and the mem-
bers with commendable patienee, have
awaited a decesion, involving the same
state, of facts. It is not iikely that
with • .remedy in their grasp, they
would proceed to violence, is the cur-
rent opinion.
ecouver aserweetitnr Met
a A-Center Saturday and decided to
enter about, 35 suits against associa-
thm. men, Ail have violated their
pledge, and to restrain others from
selling. Today many of those on the
net to be enjoined, appeared at La
Center and Veld Attorney Moore they
would stand by the association, and
no legal action Is necesserY•
It was also decided to send a list
of aseoci)ntO'n men to buyers at Padu-
cah and Mayfield and to .warn them
not to buy from men whose names
appear en the list. '
JUDOE COWL'S PLEA
Ky.. Feb. 24.—(Sp.-
dale—in his charge to the grand
Jury today Judge Cook made a strong
plea for indictments against the night
riders and the tobacco trust.
TOBACCO BARN BURNED
Fire, of incendiary origin, destroyed
Ihe tobacco barn of BrandOn H1g.
— la( Kkisey, Calloway ceunty, Satur-
day night. Mr. Hurt Is an independent
grower. Softie one saw twelve men
in the neighborhood after midnight.
That same eight atriotgemen retired
to Mr. lAwrence. of that neighbor-
hood. and asked If there was any non-
association tobacco in that neighbor-
hood. Later the wires were cut by





In a message, retying to the request
for information by the senate as to
officet,. which he cansidered useless
&nit a,beut which he talked Minsk thi.
campaign. Governor Willson specifies
the board of control, prison commis-
skin, commissioner of court of ap-
peals. ate Inn) stewards, secretary of
Mete fair, secretary of the state cape
HA commission, twenty-five too many
guards at the state prisons and dep-
uty wardens and some other minor
places
He says the law should prohibit
Senator Newman from holdeng the
state fair seeretnrywhtp. lie favors
return to the old lee& board method
of controlling asylums, hut 011:
whether under list method or the in.
now in force the hoard shout d he
bi-partisan In order to take the !mien
eons out of Weirs. He says there
man be other °Sees useless, but
owing to his having been. unable to
loucii•• an Inspection by any other
than Demi:retie. inspector Hines baa
had no means of telling.
The Fermat Vote.
Owing to the absence .0f many
members, one vote was cast today for
Rrsdice. Beckham aadi JaMtla by
agree.-
Mayor Smith Will Ask Council to PADUCAH GROCERS
Request the Illinois Central Not to COMPLIMENTED BY




President Thompson, of the Mat-
inee club, has called a meeting for 3
o'clock this afternoon at the Com-
mercial club rooms, Sixth street and
Broadway. to wind up the year and
consider the future of the organizer
tion. A statement of the finances
will be made at this time. The asso-
ciation spent more than $1,41410 re-
habilitating the fair ground track and
buildings, and a comparatively small
outlay this spring will make it one
of the best half mile tracks in the
country.
The meet last fall Was wonderfully
successful, and divorced from the
horse show, which, It is said, will not
be attempted this year, it should
prove a financial success, to the ex-
tent of paying expenses, an the pfo-
Meters reek
The members are all horse lovers,
in the gaMe for the sport and the
sake of horse flesh in western Ken-
tucky. Tbe fall meet is remembered
by Padecahane as a most enjoyable
occasion and one that centered the




Temperance People at *fat winfi41
to hold a local option election May
12, and haad the Petition to 01 entir
Judge .R. T. Lightfoot next Monday,
as it has to be presented 60 days be-
fore an election may be called, How-
ever, many of the temperance officers
whet the election deferred until June
1. This will be determined next Fre
day night at a meeting of the league,
which will be held at the First Bap-
tist church, and the exact number of
names to the petition will be counted.
The Rev. Naylor will speak at the
East Baptist church in Mechanicsburg
this evening In the interest Of local
opUou. So far no other meetings
have been 'planned for the week
About one thousand names have
been secured to the petition asking
for a local option election in Padte
cab, according to Wm Rev, W. J. Nay-
lor, president of the McCracken
County Anti-Bah:ion league. Accord-
ing to the last registration the league
win lyre ter lettere 1,11-7 name, be-
fore an election may, be called.
VICTOR BRADLEY DIES, —
Georgetown, Ky., Feb. 24.—(fille-
ciat.)—Victor F. Bradley, one of the
attorneys for the prosecution in all
of the trials of Caleb Powers, died at
his home here of pneumonia.
Hitchcock Trial Postponed.
New York, Feb. 2)4.—The trial crf
Raymond Hitchcock. the actor, charg-
ed with abuse of young girls, was con-
tinued today for a week Attorneys
are engaged In -other °dulls.
OLLIE -JAMES' CONDITION
New York, Feb. 114.—(Speclal.)—
The condition of 011ie James, who IPS&
operated on for necrosis of the fore-
head bone, is not so good. He has
considerable pain.
Physicians teas It may be neces-
sary to make a direct incision In his





M. W. Peas was arrested by R. W.
Rowland. sheriff of Carlisle county,
at Itartiwell and turned over to the
Padlit•ah pollee. Several weeks ago It
Is alleged Peas cRITIP to the city and
purehabed harness and other goods
from the John G. Itehkopf Boggy
compan) and gave In payment a cheek
for $11.60 on the People's hank of
Bard-well. The check was signed b.
P. H. Peas, bat it was returned as no
good. Peas was released on a bond
-
It is Reported Work is Done in
Chicago and Charged to Ap-
portionment of Local Rail-
road Shops,
Mayor Smith will ask the general
council in joint session tonight to call
the attention of the officials of the
Illinois Central Railroad company to
an apparent, though possibly not in-
tended, discrimination against Padu-
cab. He issued a call today for a
joint session, and in referent* to the
object of the call said:
. "I understand that cars, which are
worn or, damaged hauling goods ir.
Kentucky are sent to the Berniede
shops at Chicago to be repaired,
while our shops are running on par-
tial time, and a number of men have
been discharged Several big engines
were sent to Chicago last week to be
it-paired. I am told. As I am in-
termed, an ahportionmect is made for
the shops, and when equipment be-
longing to the division's centering
here, Is 'tent to Chicago to be re-
paired, the expense is charged up to
the Paducah apportionment, while our
men are laid off and the money goes
to workmen In Chicago. In Texas
they- have a law that all cars used in
the state must be remised there. We
have no such law, but, if I am cor-
rect, perhaps the officiate will comply
with a courteous request from the
general council."
Collect Poll Taus.
The administration intends to- in-
augurate an unpopular movement to
collect poll taxes for five years back.
They amount .belluntsands of
trirttr-oro-thilT1-0
the general council tonight that a
poil tax collector be appointed.
There are approximately 5.00b
Hain Paducah, which, reckoned at
$1.641 each, would yield a revenue of
$7.500 annually. Lest year's collec-
tions were $2,079.
He will also call attention to the
fact that members of the board of
health to succeed Dr. C. H. Brothers
and J. P. Sieeth should be elected
EDISON'S CONDITION
New York, Feb. 24.—Thomas A.
Edison, who was operated on Sunday
for abscess of the ear, is reported as
doing nicely, but some apprehension
is felt because of his age. He has
suffered recently from kidney trouble.
AUTO RACES
Chicago, "Feb. 24.—The Thomas
auto IC the New York-to-Paris rare,
which is expected here today, left
Michigan City:Ind.: early -today, en-
countering snow drifts when a few




IN NEW YORK CITY
New York, Feb. 24.—The Italian
Waskhanders early today hurled a
bomb at the music store 'of Peter
Licata and tore out the building's
front and Injured two of Licata's
children. This is the third time the
plate has been attacked, each follow-




Inereashig •Ikaaithiews follemed by
nhowiers tonight and in rant no.r11•41
Tweaday. Fitorheat temperature, ••••••
tswAny, 30; looreet today, Mi,
Prot. B. F. Scherfflns of Lex-
ington Completes Week of
In vestigation Here.
Takes Few Samples Home
With Him,
DAIRIMli ARE NOT INSPECTED
Grocers and meat dealers of the
city are obeying the pure food laws
remarkably well, according to the re-
port of Prof. B. F. Scherffitts, chief
Inspector of the pure food depart-
ment of the state experiment station
of Lexington, who has been in the
city for a week investigating. Some
stealer' have been selling distilled
vinegar without displaying the proper
notices, but as the evasion of the law
was so slight it is probable only a
reprimand will be given
Trouble may be in store for some
of the meat packers and manufactur-
ers of sausage, as Prof. Scherffies
!eft with a big suit cium of aamples
that he purchased from retail dealers
In the city, and which will be tested
at the state experiment station for
adulterations. Soft drink manufact-
urers have been tieing compounds
that may pass the test for purity.
Samples of oleomargine and substi-
tutes for butter will be tested, and
prosecutions may follow if they are
not up to the standard.
While In the city Prof. Scherffitis
did not inspect the dairies, as an or-
es-nee- hew -been pawed coropetttag
owners of Alries to have their, cows
tested for tuberculosis before selling
in the city. and Dr. Ed Farley Its do-
ing good work. However, on the
next trip the dairies will be looked
into. Prof. Scherffins made a trip
to the model dalrraf Mr. Saunders
A. Fowler. and said it was one of the
best dairies in the state.
As a whole Prof. Scher-taus found
that dealers were living up to the re-
quirements of the state well, and
samples taken from the Paducah deal-
ers before, have always stood the test
for adulterations.,
Myst Oct Liceese.
Washington, Feb. H.—By the
United States supreme court decision
today the city of Mobile, Ala., has
the right to require a liquor dealer to
take out a license to sell liquor, no
matter if the liquor is brought into





Rev. Charles B. S. Brows, pastor of
the Christian church, who left town
some days ago, after confessing to the
church board that he gambled money
he borrowed. from church members,
returned and paid back the money he
borrowed and preached last night Oka
the evil uf gambling.
MR. BLEECKER RITURNO
FROM TRIP TO OOLUMBUS.
Mr. John S. Bleecker returned
from a week's trip to Columbus, Ga.,
to look over the Stone & Webster
properties In that city before taking
the management of them. Mr.
Bleecker will pack his household
goods this week and leave for Celesti-
te)); next Saturday and will stop over
In Nashville a couple of days on his
way there. Mr. Reldhead will Move
his family to Paducah the first of next
week and will take the management
of the Stone & Webster properties In
this city.
THREE ARE ARREI4TED FOR
ALLIKIED SALOON ROBBERY.
What Is considered • good catch
was made yrie -morning about 11
Melock when Patrolmen Merry and
Etch placed Clifford Jenkins, James
Vickers and E. Fox -under arrest for
housebreaking. It is alleged they are
the trio that entered Oscar DimmIck's
saloon. 1735 eleyers street, Sunday
ruing between 12 and I o'clock.
/thole $2 in money was missing, some
whisky and cigars also taken. The
three young men were suspected of
the robbery and the patrolmen worked
the ease up. They entered the saloon
by prizing a rear window open.
BENNETT WILL LEAVE
Kuttawa. Ky . Feb 24 -(Special)
- -Henrs R. Bennett, of Dycusbure•
will les4 the state as soon as he 'ter
wind up his affairs. Deuoset was
called from his home at DYeatiberg








to love children, and no home
can be completely happy with.
them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering,
danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene-
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for the
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering, as numbers ha7e
NIOtherfS
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
IRE SRAINTELD REGULATOR CO.. Athlete. 0..
valuable iniormition mailed fret.
bottle of druggists. Book containing Ir
k
W. E. PARRISH
Li  JEWE.LER,_ .0 1
Repairing A: Specialty
522 Broadway Paducah. ly.
Give Us a Slats St Your
INSURANCE
All kith of ingrate









Green Houses 50,000 Feet of Glass
choice Cut Rose& per dozen 1100
CarneAlons, per dozen
•50
- --- -LOtektteetwathiPrtamattallt' b100277V0t- 
Pialitir-7-- -
Funeral work and decoratiOne a specialty. We h
ave the largest line
or Pot Plantain the city. Writ* for oar 1
908 catalogue. Free de-
livery In any part of the city.
I  
Bay Year _Coal of the New Coal Comply
MITCHELL- 4 BROWNING
823 Harrison Street
Promptness and satisfaction guaranteed. Try usand .be convinced.
Call Old Phone 595-a - New Phone 1
59
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not Trea.
Second—The button holes er stud boles Initteh.
Third—Negligee shlrts-with -buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosom
 like new, and
the -hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisf
y yOltreelf by
pending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY





_Prices $1.50 to 25c.








%RCM ei he Conley.
Two years in New"fork, nine months




haw and Order League Mem-
orializts Legislature. '
Iteenes settles of Lsolersatio mai
1 loletice Committed by the
Night Riders.
STATE OWEN THEM PROTECTION
,RoPkinaville. Ky., Pet. 24.—The
following memorial hats bees mailed
to Senator Frank Rives and Retire-
sentatiriii Jizba Felsed by the Chris-
tian County Law and Order League
for presentation to the general assem-
bly: -
. To the General Assembly of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky: at
a Meeting of the lAw and Order
League of Hopkinsville and Christian
,coutity. Xy., held on February 48,
I Pea, 11 was, ordered that a memorial
be presented to your honorable body
through the senator Dion the- Stith
senatorial district apd the roulteenta-
tive from Christian county urging
that some immediate steps be taben
to restore peace end order in '.ttla sec-
tion of Kentucky.
It is not a theory but a condition
that calls for prompt and vigotous a
c
tion An unluterruoted Deign of lawless
'less has disgraced many counties 
of
this state for near:y two years, 
the,
county seats of four counties in thr
ee
different judicial districts have been
invaded by armed and masked me
n,
who have applied the torch t
o build-
ings, dyniinilted factories, shot pr
o-
miscuously and at random Into t
he
homes of law-abiding people,-an
d, in
fact, by -force and intimidation 
de-
prived our citizens of the rights and
privileges of freedom.
Loss for Policyholder'.
In tkis elty laveictso wcirth of build
Inge were destroyed, entailing a to
tal
loss upon innocent polleybolders in 
no
say connected with the tobacco t
rade.
An honest laboring man was sh
ot
Ai the back in Hopkinsville whil
e at-
tending to bis duties as a brak
eman
and trying to move a car from 
near
a burning building.
The residence of a minister Of 
the
gospel was fired- Into bemuse 
he
turned on the lights in his own 
house
while they Were destroying 
by fire
and-linliatilite the property of' 
other
people. The homes of unprotect
ed
women were likewise, tired into
. In
pne e'ounty a wife fainted from 
terror
be porch of her home while be
-
ing compelled to Witeess the 
cruel
beating of her husband inth a 
horse-
whip. In still another a free-bo
rn
resident of Kentucky WAS 
whipped
with a Morn switch, and later 
thorns
were pulled from his lade. 
In still
another connty a police jud
ge was
whipped because he did not openly
sympathise with the Ise less 
element
that **Hounded hint. The pl
ant bed
'Sr one poor widow was is rap
ed whose
circumstances were so humble 
that
she'and.her email children 
had to
work In the field,
Deemed From Homes.
In half a dozen or more counties
good and law-abiding citizens have
been dragged from their homes at
night and brutally beaten with whips
and switches. More than a score of
Kentuckians have been thus degraded
and tbelr tongues paralyzed with
threats Of death-. On one occas
ion a
woman was struck by an armed and
masked_cewerd beceutie she dar
ed to
raise her voice In appeal for mercy'
white her husband, who was bound
*.0 a tree. was being whipped.
No one in out section o
f the state
knows when other even more 
heinous
overages-wile be- attempted. -
Are we free men? Does our 
state
owe prreection to its law-abiding 
citl-
Sleep
Sleep is nature's re-
building period, when the
energy ,used by the brain,
muscles and organs is re-
newed. ,If you lose sleep,
your system is robbed of
the strength sleep should
give. Rontinued loss of
sleep multiplies this loss
until you become a phys-
ical wreck. Dr. Miles'
Nervine quiets the irri-
tated nerves and brings
refreshin$, invigorating
sleep. Nervine contains
no opiates, and therefor'
leaves no had aftereffects.
-For ever two years I seff,reg un-
told agonise. my Metals thous/it
was retina crazy. t ortald noe Weep
nor rest at all. I trlod diffteent 
tom but falUitl to nee relief. NT
head would ache all ths time; I wog
Hes on. prone: stink! not (.onsenttrilte
fris mfAd and wat. rellitieRII and
lirorrlost that Mese meg mit or litt•
question. Afi.r taktag ono bottle. of
De. Mils.' N'srvIn• I felt wondsrfnalv
shanget. I •m now on my Oiled bot-
tle and am gaintng all th. time. I
can It. lows and Maim ilk, a child.
and am able to do me work'
MRS. MAY SCOTT. PinglInh, Ind
VInc acwItect sans De. 
Wee tesse-
an# we alatthsetts Wen to reties.*
price at fleet lotus (wily) It It falls
eseent yew
Miles Medical Co.. Zlkhart, Ind
(Allsinalleeeente Need sereagab.
;arkhregnri ppe diseasals oi: oun:Ott% ui  Most








and so vitality. A friend br
ought me
a bottle. of Vluol. It gave al
e a
hearty appetite, and my health an
d
strengill returned until I felt like a
new embalm*. I eettsider Vinci 
a
wouderfal medicine - it 
makes
strength and' vitality so fast 
'e'..
We want to say tit- the people 
of
Paducah that after grippe el 
any
severe sickness, convalescents 
teed
strength, and we bate never sol
d in
Our store a more ailt:sfactun slr
etnah
creator and health restorer t
han our
delicious cod liver preparation.
This is beeattete Vino] Is made 
by
g aciantlikn, extractive 
and concentrat-
ing promise from fresh cods' 
livers.
combining WHY peptonate of 
iron all
the medicinal, - healing. bod
y-bailding
elements of god liver oil, but 
no oil.
Weask the convalescent, the 
weak
aged and runolosn people
 of Pa-
ducah to try 'Vine) en our ole
rto re-
turn money if it fails to 
give sails-
facilon. W. B. IlePhereon, 
Druggist.
Paducah, Ky.
gene or are we blaves to a 
band of
outlaws, who prowl ovey the 
land at
night tu masked mobs and
 destrov
with fire and dy natter, the proper
ty of
Kentuckians, and who would 
with




• We call upon yea in 
the name of
Kentucky to econe to 
the aid of the
once free calvess of tills 
communtty
and toffer us the protect:o
n our con-
stittitioa guarantees us. 
Iteposion
faith aad coalldence In 
you as men
and honest °Metals. we 
ask you to
give oar deplorable eosdi
tlon your
prompt attention and pass i
t onto ad-
dltiosal laws that will af
ford your
own people, who were. once
 free men,










The ruentbership of the 
league in-
cludes a large number of 
the c:tizens
of the moan and cou
nty and profes-
sional men, minister
s of the gespri
and farmers.





Communitated to the Feder
a- 4.•
•• of Women's Cubs.
▪ • • ***II*** Otre 
*****
Are you aware of these 
facts?
Kentucky is thirty-seventh 
in de-
scending scale of illit
eraty of her
whole popeAttou.
Kentucky i forty-second 
in de-
seesdiag. male of illiterory of white
populatlos.
Kentucky- .s forty-third in d
escend-
ing scale of native-born 
population.
Twenty-two per cent of white ch
il-
dren in Kentucky between :
ages teu
and fourteen are not in 
school.
Fifty per cent of children of 
echo°,
age are not in school.
Seventy per cent of children
 of
school age live in the rura
l districts.
There are 1.228 old log 
achoo;
houses in rural districts.
There are 2.191 schools with
out
seats and blackboards. -
There are 4,::84 schools with
out
globes, maps. duets Or otter suita
ble
educational attic This is more th
an
half the echeole state. tho&t
ta.
the taw of Kentucky'eays that sc
hools
shall the provided with suitable 
seats
and blackboards and suck edu
cational
aids as charts, mope, etc.
Kentucky's pereArtage of illiteracy
of whoht population is talk.
Kentucky's percentage of liliteracy
of white population Is 12.8.
Kentucky's percentage of illiteracy
of foreign wbSe population is 10.1.
Kentucky's percentage of illiteracy
of eblored population la 4 O. 1.
There are ten of the best counties
In Kentucky noted for their wealth.
good rinds and historic families
, that
show a total of 1,7511 native wh
ite
Illiterates of Dative white pare
ntage--
just ninety-two few*t than the n
ative.
white illiterates of native white par-
entage.lit the whole state of Maine,
nearly twice AS many Al In Massaehu.
vets, and over twice, as noisy as in
Nebraska.
?be - percentage of Illiteracy 
of
white population ten years of age and
over fa 1890, 21.1.
The percentage of Illiteracy of
white population ten years of age
and over In 1890. 21.0.
The percentage of Illiteracy of
white population ten years of age and
over la 1100, 16.5.
It appears from -Hoff decree. that
we made much less progress from
1,00 to 1900 than from 1$50 to 11190
In wiping out our illiteracy.
What will the' 'next (-ensue show?
First Doctor- -Was the operation
eters-east ?
Secohd Doctor-- Sapienclid! We lo-
cated the trouble just where I said
we doted bet tee had to cut nearly
through the man to find it.
First Doctor—Will he get well
Second Doctor--The patient? Bless
,011. no' Ile died directly after we
hegan.--J udge.
You may think you are a superior
mortal, hut keep it to yournelf.






Starch 3--*The Man of the
The Kentucky Will offer few at-
-tHtetiolut dada' the remaladoe of-t
he
season, but the majority of those yet
to come are distinctly worth while
and some are truly notabIe. If Mr.
Mat Carney. who Is now in New York.
is successful in negotiations 
now
poodles. The Kentuckg will offer se
ar
the and of the season a star of t
he
firet magnitude, who tas VothaVa
played fewer one night stand eeg
age•
went., than any other actor or actress
in America.
sentoo...
flw Lien nod the Mouse."
In "The Lion and the Mouse."
Charles Klein's, drains of Americ
An
life. which Henry Li_ Harris Will.Pre
duce for a return engagement at The
Kentucky Peet Thursday evening. is
• 'woman that will probably he re-
called t the older generation of play-
goer,. She is Miss Marie Shoteel
l,
for several years leading volume tot
Fitsio Davenport. when that actress
was in the height of her success. Hiss
Shotwell has had an Interesting career
Born of a fanti 
f Modal position
and financial power In New York,
educated at one of the most exclusi
ve
private schools of Fifth avenue and
later at Notre Dame Irtiltaralt), hiss
Shotwell began her stage career at
the age of about eighteen and much
against the wishes of her fernery and
friends, &moos theta the Vanderbllis
to whom she is related. For three
seasons she ptayed In the famous Em-
pire Ittlek ssompany of New York and
later joined Fanny Davenport. po
r-
traying many of the leading roles In
that actress' reportotty. tier greatest
success was probably In the flame's
"IA TOWS," in which she uhared
honors with the star. !Ater she ap-
peared to advantage in a magnificent
revival of "Cleceigtra." Mies Shat-
ter)) retired from the stage for five
'ears, onie returning this season to
assume the leading female role in the
Klein play.
In addltion to Miss Shotwell the
company will Include Oliver Doud
By ron. Mabel Kortfruer, Herbert
Mackenzie. P. S. Barrett. Edith
Shane', 141 'Glean. Ada Curry aid
Fred Strong
The r:ore_of ..be play  is now well
known to nearly every theater-goet
and a repetislon sof .t .seems almost
unnecessary. Briefly It deals with A
untruly ersr between a great king of
Manioc aU4 the United attatea,armat
Inclitentatly an absorbing love story is
nterwoven in a theme all compelling
tenet filled S ills -repartee.
'The Man of the Howe."
•• The Man of Jim How- has been
,--11811 MONEY
MAN FROM KALAMAYA/0 TELLS
HOW TO DO IT,
Abysm. the Meek.. some Easy Stoney
If They Dill (wily F'idlow This
Man's AdVier.
_There Is no denying the fact that
the musician's life :a an easy one, anti
It In gutting wore so every day; They
are well paid and well treated, witch
is justly due them. There Is no other
trade which compels )ou to pay to
your WIFOrience. When you rut.; to
Ionia -any other profession you receive
• salary right from the start. Not so
with the Instalcian. He must pay for
his knowledge, and, It is Only right
that he should receive good pay for
his services afterward. Would you
like to be a musician? You can. Al
you have to do Is give a few Alomonts
of your spare time each day to prac-
tice.
There is Ito one who has not some
talent for music Some have more
than others. They make artists. You
may make an artist.
Inquire at the Broadway Music
House_ for full Information concerstig
the free lessons given with the won-
derful °howl' mandolins and guitars.
Get a Kodak
and get -it
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TO DRESS l'OLR HAIR
IN THE LATEST MODE
Try our ready-tu-wear Put!
set& We carry .1 euniplets
line or high grade Hair
1:00dS- Switches, Coronet
Braids. Bangs. W a vest.
Pompadours, Rolls, Flair
Wets. etc. Everything tor
the hair drams now so
popular, at the latest
poem Switches and putts
made out of your own
eogibinga.
MRS. A. C. CLARK
IP/Winery IMparimerai at It Ogilvie-4-0).4
booked for March-75r. Tbelitaht before
Lent- 'this sipiendld attraction has
creitted tremendous enthusiasm all
over the country The theme is a big
one, desetng alth'queetiousenow befog
threshed out in almost every -eons-
niunity--polittes, grafting. and city
goternasent. The compen) coming
to Paducah is a good one. and the
news of Its booking should arouse
grail: interest.
TO CITRIC A COLD 114 ONIC DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signet:ire is on each boa. 26c.
l't 111.14 111111 %Ili%
Mir. of new books atidt.t1 to the
library:
Gudron. Upton: on the study
of literature. Bates; Tante on writing
English. Dates: Tariff 4,1 the truitts,_
Pierce: The Nutrition of wan, (Zit-
tenden. Figure drawing for calldreo
it.ninier: Auditing,. Dickies.; Harnar-
ossa. Kuhn: Swiss heroes. Willy..
Birds, a monthly serial, voi. 2L Nat•
1
ore Study Publishing : Birds and
Nature. Maley: The' Irrithiof Sao&
Upton: The Life of the Spirit, cop. 2,
Shade; t'uo.e. cop. 2, Anticiec, Ed•
mond() de: Train:rig of the human
plant, Burbank: North America.geo-
graphical readar.'("arpenter; Attlee
geographical reader. 2 cop. Citroen- .
ter: Women authors of our day lu
their home,. Halsey; 1.8) Compendi—
um of useful legal information for
businessmen. Brennen: The tetuple of
virtue, Frothingtani: Bo's of He-
ld-re-et and how to win them. Steeala
Cherie.: The dragon painter, Fenol-
;(1•a , M r : A des colt eVets.
conic ruction about the name and
about the farm, Atlas Cement Cu.:
litramatic opinions. 2 vols., Shaw; in
'Widest Africa. *chilling*: Praetical
!forestry. Fuller; lconocimue a book
infedranoleits. Huneker: Our Chrittieu
i heritage. Gibbons; Wittigs of the.morning, Tracy The hovels of George 6
Meredith, Batley.
Mains-la Vannes Lees of Appetite.
The 014 Standard °ROVE'S TAOTIC-
1.19K4 TONIC. drives out ma-
laria and build, up the asstem._tex
grown people and Children f,oa
Tte• liirtin• t that ratio% a s it
le• looted a murder lila' make. 1r wait
elve up see a prize fight'
.0 the Lelia Csityrisbi limit. AI tbe-
ks -of Fs
A large stock and a magnificent assortment
from which to make your se!ection.
Now, don't you forget it, we cut the prices
Ott books whenever, it is possible.
MI ROOK AND
D. E. WILSON MUSIC MAN
Mese 313 Now at 313 Broadway
PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123 South Second.
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 •  150,000
iltocitholders liability.. ses.,e, ....... 100,00
0
9240,000
Account* of indiy Ideals sad firm. •ppreelate
man a• well as large depositors and levord
ecmartrome tees ttnent.
Total senility to deposit ont. ;„, 
to all the some
Interest Paid on Time Deiaosits




1' - AID P11101;RX..
e • e taess • THE PADIEJCAll EVENING SUN PAGM TIMES
How Night iders are Advertising
the State of Unlucky Abroad
•
'Mere le is Heap f *dare la Doing
Able to Depend Upon a Well-
' learned Reputation.• -
For months Paducah reader. leave
•.-en she constant expression of praise
for Doane Kidney Pills, and read
about the good wort they have done
in rhI kxahtv. NJ another remedy
ever produced such convincing area
Kentucky is at the present time for mission of cowardly deeds, and ac-
more lawless tbau is Nevada. on which rept instead the manly councilings of
general attention has been fixed be- law and order, whist do not permit
its votaries to nork deeds that shamecause of the appeal of its governor for
utenser-14. _ _ __protection by- federal tie**. Ken-
W. H. Smith. of 1014 South Mirth tacky will not ask for federal trtions..„„
street, Paducah, Ky., says: "al) Vie!' ita disorders ought to be within thehas tronbed me for some_esets Pahl {sower of the state to Suppress. Gov.and -14 viquid-aelle go Just at the hips Willson seems to realize the gravitythat I .would have to go ancel:e.dawo. of the sedation -and etc wekedness ofand then I conle 110t get up without the night riders' crimes. He says
help. I tried plasters and everything (bat they have destroyed property Inthat would come to my notice that I the state to the amount of $fro.041te
thought would help me. I did receive ano. - The whipping of Judges who
:Pastue benefit but the trouble would frown upon their lawlessness Is a
return again in a short time as severe still more heinous crime. Who will
as ever. One day we noticed iloan's %rime to live lo a state where judges-
Kidney Pills advertised. so I sent to are pulled out of their beds at night
Co.'; dreg store for a box, and severely whipped by 'peaked
I took them as directed an In about armed men who re displeased -with
one week  1 _was ublie.*_eseepasabout My the - expeerialeits- - th-e- eottrt -on the-
work as ustuie The littleness in my acts of these lawless men?
bark and ehou.ders deappeared and
my kidneys began to perform their
work in the natural ways. I found legacy from his predecessor. Gov.
that it was iticIne trouble that causer. Beckham did nothing to check them.
use to ache se touch, but Doan's Kid- Ills successor denounces this lawless-
ney Ptes rellited me of all the trouble Dees vigorously, but thus far has pun-
apd I can cheerfully endorse them."
(From a statement given In 1900),
- eared to Ntay Cured.
On February lb. 190T, Mr. Smith
-NIA "Seven years ago Doan'. Kri-
m y corset me of a severe attack
of lame back and kidney trouble. I
gave a statenie:A, at that time telling
of the cure they had effected, and
after this long test I take pleasure Is
aga:n eudoraing this remedy. to the
Dablie. for I do not believe they have
en equal. !Vane Kidney Pills made
a somplete cure in my case, as I have
not had an attack since-."
For sale by all deseera. Price 50
cents Fostergeburn Co.. Buffalo.
N V , sole agents for the United
State*.
Remember the name Teen's,
and take no other.
CONTROVERSY
1:11 V% Els.% FRUIT tVitil•tVI %ND
•
leiter sues. no Bill and theme Weald
455.tro-- -elates- With lionsugett.
'Tee_ 1Vestern7 !triton Telegraph.
44,1:vaan- 11:1). fik.d esti **nine 11.I ,,, Si le claimed to he drip for
telegraph. tolls. The Hall roIngran.i
Refuses to pay that amount of their
Indebtedness, -*kith the telegraph com-
p-R-6. eetiming that the &Cure of the
corn pa u to dt .1ve r a message prompt
a caviled thlm to lose that Amount
on a load of watermelons. The te*.
graph company denies that it ;a re-
spensible for the loss: •
• - Matted for Death.
"Three years ago was marked for
dealt. A grave-yaril cough was tear-
ing my'lungs to pieces. Doctors-tailed
to help me, and hope had fled. then
niy husband got Dr. King's New Die
eovery," s-ays Mrs. A. e. %Vienne.
of Bac. Ky. elite first eons helped
rne and improvement kept oft until 1
had gained bit poü&a Ii wei and
my health was fully motored."
medicine holde.the wockre healing
moil for rousts and colds and lung
and throat diseases. It prevents peen
motile. Sold under guarifotie 'at a:1
druggipte, 50e and $1.00. Trial hot
the free.
Cmakial. MEMO! .
At a recent (testi:mine ID a mlittne
vilatti in Northeast 'Warwickshire
England. when a male child leashed
the font to br baptized tbe clergyman
Raked, "What is the name of tha
child?" ligetsebuto. air." answered the
mother. '..'What!"_ "eked the aston
ished clergyman, thinking be had not
4,auptfit the correct *ord. "Beetle.-
bele sir," repeated the woman. "NI)
friends," Raid the astonished pantos
"I cannot baptise a child Lu that name
for it was given to the king of *wits.'
The christening party retired to the
veetry. There the parents informed
the elergelnan, that they had folldwed
an old elegem In their family, and
—Sleek a pin In the Bible. Tate Met
named R iralised through Wes the one
-Chosen.
A rmirtly Its TIME
Will Dare nine. so will ii balite of
liallard's Horehound Syrup always kept
on band save many a spell of sickness
A sure core for Coughs. Colds, Bron-
chitis NM Whooping Cough. tern. 5—.
Hot lOprings, Ark.. writes: ^I keep
bottle of Ballord's itersboune Syrup In
my rossesaires cases, wort Meek my fore-
,thought many times. It has prevented
many 'revere smells of •Ickness.'
Sold-by 11, Oehisehisegar, Luigea
and C. 0. Riploy.
"How do you go to work to get one
these Carnegie bero medals?"
"Wily?"
-Jack said he was dying for a kiss
late night and I saved his efe "
Illusion Post
• A SAW
' Should be sunshine In the hoiree. 61141
will be If gou give It White's ("aeons
yr,rnotrie., the bent wenn medicine
age-red to suffering humanity. This
retordr Is becoming the permanent fix.
tar,- of all households. A mother with
children can't get along without a nee,.
tie of White's Cream Vaernifsege In the
emigre
Sold by J. H. Oehler/blame*, Lind Illesa
sad C. 0. Ripley.
Gloat herders It Wide* are SY
lite der swath And ?afield! worth
O1.01i•
Goverpor Willson has rece,ved in
these eight riders' acts an unwelcome
lshed it only by strong language. No
arrests have been made. and Perhaps
In the condition of public opinion and
the terrortern in Kentuelty the arrest
and puelehmeat of these men through
a trial by Jury cannot be looked for.
The "dark and bloody ground" re-
mains true to ita tradition, but surely
a revolt will mime and law will as-
sert itself when Justice is Repelled at
the fountain head and judges are
shipped for endeavoring to enforce
the laws of the state against violent
and vicious men. — Philadelphia
Pressk
theta in the sight of men and God.—
"Men/Phis Commercial appeal.
,
The situation in Kentucky la alarm-
ing. 'Not only is this true in the case
of law-abiding and law-tespecting
nten in that commonwealth; it has
reached a stage whew the whole coun-
try may well be alarmed. Such a
spirit as that Is contagious. There are
men everywhere who would defy the
laws if they dared, and if the anarch-
ists who appear to be having pretty
much their own way them e succeed
and escape punishment, there are oth-
ers at other _pieces who may be
tefitpted to follow their example • •
A great deal hat been written and
printed about the fetplists of the
mountain regions in Kentucky; but
these clans have not brought more
disgrace upon our eater state than
the night riders who are turning Ken-
tucky into a Veritable pandemouium
—Knoxville Journal and Tribune.
fl • will—be- a melancholy- blow to
state pride if Tenneaseeans and Ken-
tuckians should at last be forced to
rely for the safety of .their lives and
their reperty upon the interference
of the United States government with
the domestic affairs of the two states
---but such would seem to be the inev
,table neceasity f .1losene 11001 the
ail,olsalou of the esithoritier of both ;
eaies that eve niabae• thee!
-ten alia:es. It 1. erobable the the
federal governmer t will hole ol as
eng Si there is a possiellity for the
state to set for their own good, but
ite federal. goveruntent elahei. afford
Is it elihr wise or brave for a body I,) tolerate ana,esic any weer, r
of men to fill neon a +striping town, ter,
terrorize the inhabitants and set fire 8"4”.“'&4a 1"m
trr houses! lie It civilized or Chris-
Kentucky- is fast gaining an unen-:Ian to discharge firearms promisee-
eusy about a allege. wounding this viable -reputation amtmg her slater
one and killing that innocent citizen? 'dal" b) her failure to protect the
Is it brave and manly for ae.se !Ives and Ebeerty of her citizens. The. 
maeked men to overpower ten and titte of "dark and bloody ,ground" is
coming to bear a new significance.give` the bound viatims over to the
lash Shotgun, torch and whip mock at the
We think not. and we know that la*, and no step Is taken to contest
the manhood of Kentucky revolts at Itheir supremsee. The state govern-
a deed Not owe, even of those taint. ainneently, is Powerleee to deal
guilty of that midnight whipping, will wish the situation. If this be an, it Is
stand lei and deny that the deed Itself 41-1111e AU long arm of the feleiel
.was aa arrant Acre of ....waive,e as power tutervened. The specie:see of a
was aver perpetrated. RIO Jr is to 'Male Oyes rm. anarehr liesetteelt
just such conteniptible lifts that. :to the whole body politic; and its
peratien leads Men If they are -elle- Jong*. endurance is intolerable.—
enough to follow it. 'Let these night Providence Evening Bulkein.
Oilers base done with this teacher. If
they- will but hark back to their Bibles! 
DU yew ever ise a girl eiart -are -
The men who are eolog, the, dark DOW 9f .1qinniti.dai;y occurseuesse _Is :elect_ a neveset ,sif. pollee officials.— hands of the night riders than otherto their riumhood. to their true love /eleiseis are besoming more darIng. ;thus given over ,o anarchy. There eetee York Herald. • men who have been tairen -vet and. where- wIthedt waving- good-fiye toof what is eight. instead of this false 'Peeling-mecums from imitiehment, they peeves to be no power to support legal abused. but the insult to the law was somebody?'authority. and no protection for peace- instead of being a band of out- treater in hie case.-13wItalo press.,Able and indugtrkius citizens. who ask raged farmers protesting against .
only ordinary detrain' rights. It (the wrong. they (the night riders) are What must Europeans think Of us
LOOK AGAIN!
THE SQUARE DEAL_ WINS
There is a surprisingly large number of people who appreciate and insist upon "the squaredeal," and an ever increasing number of these people are demanding the Home Phone; theywant to do busiaess with a company holding a franchise—a concern which gives them and theircity fair treatment.
Below we are listing a few of the most recent additions to our list, and there are many mbre
on the waiting list.. These results are very satisfying, but if we had YOUR name on the list weshould be more than satisfied. Why not let us talk with you about it today? Just phone No. 650now, while it it fresh in your mind.
Alvey & List. drugs.
1629 Andres, Frank, res.
1201 Ilijou Theater.
74:: trepan. G. L., res.
1512 lir)an, .1. W., res.
372 lirr.oks Bros., furniture.
1467 Barbee, W. H., res.
197-b Base, Dr. J. W., Lone Oak.
1631 Hine Ribbon Saloon.
1224 Die-tech, Chris., res.
1336 Daniels. J. W...res.
1264 Eaker, J. W., res.
1256 'Eaker, J. W., county jailer.
1301 Etter. Chas., res.
Farrell, J. W.. res..
1623 Ford, Capt. I. 0., res.
.769 Prima, J. B., rel.
1105 Goelen, M. P., res.
a 1922 Gaskey, Mrs, Lou. res.
197-b Gore. Dr. R. C., Lone Oak.
441 Hannan, Ed H., res.
la.36 Hawley. C. A., res.
1669 Hank, 0. C., American Snuff
Company.
1.557 Ham, W. E.. grocery.
931 Ingram, Geo. O., res.
Gil Jones, W. R., res.
11.10 Kloster. Miss V. Si., res.
1169 Konetzka, J. A., res.'
153 Kelly & Umbaugh, wall per.
s:10 long, John. res.
752 let03-, Jeff, res.
127 Lightfoot, Dr. R. C.. res.
1427 McLeskey, Rev. Joseph, res.
1013 Marble Hall Saloon,
1917 Moore, T. J.. res.
1241 Miller, 0. L.. res.
212 Morris, J. R., res.,
1615 Murray, Arthur. res.
1004 Narrancy, J. A., res.
390 O'Brran I Mairtin. real estate.
_ 6137 Prudential Insurance Co
14311 Purchase, J. A., res.
1521 Parker, AS 51.5 res.
, 246 Paducah Tanning Co.
1650 Rogers, Mrs. Mary E.' res1005 Rison. H. D., res.
113.5 Rawlings, C. N., res.
1540 Spence, W. E., res.
1232 Sanderson. J. P., res.
11-96 Schroeder, J. H., res.
1319 Smith, T. B.. res.
1531 Tor:an, John, res.
801 Woolf, Mrs. C. C.. res.
1101 Wanner, J. L., jewelry.
14111 %%entree, Mrs. E. B.. res.
1603 Whittemere, C. h., res.
THE 1-10/VIE PHONE
Exclusive Telephonic Communication with the Police and fire Deparmenta.
ness is permitted to go uncheeleed.
• • It is said that even on the floor
of the general assembly of the state
the outrages of the "night riders"
have been eternised and ecen defend-
ed. It Is certainly time that the newly
elected governor was doing sometiene
for the protection of the peaceful peo•
lei of lb-e-Tiagess sesicititee.--Streare
nab News.
new in their true light as a gang of *hen they read of these Kentuckyunspeakable ruffians, banded in such. "night riders?" It seems strange thatnumbers and acting in such a manner thew acts of violence are not ended.as to preserve them front detection Apparently there is no general pronstland punishments They- are anarchy- against the illoggliams and the use of
materialv.ed and if they are to flour- the torek.—brookfTWStaleard-Unton.leh civilization in Kentucky must
_perish. Such hideous growths cannot - *tie engrained izt florae 
, in American air side by bide with col-mils our Calks that krkaasea is --
tot dilicieseed by meek lwrii.., ,trome
reigns in• IICAIMnylw.— r a n'-/t4 Cla-
sett*.
et:sere-a—Washington Post.
Met that Is uppermost with th,
they will discard the orutai I.rectTts
of desperation, leading to the corn-
, are venting neer mete upon men
!against whom they have grudg.s.
1That Is always the way when lawless-
The state (of Kentucky) or that
section of it where these outrehes are
toharco N+firl :. a much more serion•
reproach to the state than even the
rnothrious feuds that have so long con-tinued to make It bloody ground.—
Boston Etteeing Transcript.
.. —
I "Night Oilers" raided a Kentucky
town, advised,s the  sheriff Reid city
marehrat te ---stay-ladderra—while the
mob's victims were taken out and
• flogged, and the advice was promptly
theowei. - Looks as if at leadt one
town In Kentucky would do we:1 to
' The Kentucky judge probable did
not suffer any more painfully at the
If the old dialdluid her way she




Look at Your Supply of Printed Matter. and
Let The Sun Job Office Figure on Your Needs
This time of the year usually calls for a new stock of stationery
in every business house. Look over your supply and let us -
make you estimates on everything you need.
Up-to-date ideas, the newest type faces, distinctive, different work,
promptness, reliability, (ire some of our traits:
We can make you an estimate on any size job. Phone 358 red
and a representative will call.
THE SUN JOB OFFICE









271R NUN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
1111001aPoiaATen.
7. M. WISHER. Preseaslisa.
M Z. PAXTOM OenereI Manages:
jeasseag at tee postoMe• at Ptaissak.
Hy.. so second class matter.
giffilletneePTIOM MATilegs
TOM DAILY MOM
Igy Carrier, per week es .16
gm some per month. In advance.. .25sit mom per year. in advance —.ISM
Tan wascitLY SEE.
gee year, by mail. poems') Paid • •111-••
Animas THE MJN, PeAucalk Igy...
Olive 111 Slouch Third. Phone 1168.
Parse & Young. Chicago and New
York. representatives.
THE KOS can be found at the follow-










1 3891 17 3765
2 3888 18 3768
3891 20 3778
4 3894 21 3781
6 3599 22 3778
7 3900 23 3825
8 3790 24 3870
.8 3796 25 3874
10 3805 27 3864
11 3808 28 3871
13 3796 29 3873
14 3788 SO 3813
16 3796 11 3822
16 3766
Total 103,390
Average for January, 1908....3829
Personally appeared before me. this
February 3d, 1908, R. D. Mackfillen,
business manager of The Sun, .who
Marnas that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of January, 1908, is true to
the best of his knowledge and belief.





For right he right, since God is God:
And right_tbe day must win;
To doubt vitruldisedisioy
To falter would be sin.
• —Frederic W. Faber.
A GREAT SPEECH.
Even blind followers of the other
candidates for the presidential nomi-
' nation most admit that Governor
Hughes, of New York. map a telling
address before the Union League club
of Chicago on Washington's birthday,
whether studied as the expression of •
public man. er as a bid for prefer-
ment. It was set in the habitual
calm and conservatism of a Hughes:
It breathed his uncompromising bent
of mind, it measured HughOs by the
Washington standard, the man called
into public- life to perform a certain
mission, who, when his work was well
done. designed to retire Into private
life, but was impelled by a sense of
duty to respond to a call lot further
sierviee.
It Is a notable tact that Hughes on
evelT occalliOnsainot be tacitly ac-
quiesced in the promotion of his can-
didacy, has managed to say something
mice about Roosevelt's policies, and
niece himself in the attitude. if need
be, of one ready and equipped to
prosecute those policies to their logi-
cal end. Only the two, Taft and
Hughes, so far. have publicly pro-
cIatmedOeir position on issues now
before the country. Knox has a press
bureau in Washincton, which sends
out information relative to the Penn-
eylranit senator's friendliness to this
and that. and Roosevelt's friendliness
to .him; Fairbanks has a string of
newspapers that abuse the present ad-
ministration: and Uncle Joe Cannon—
Well, Uncle Joe just "stands pat."
He's older than the boys, more sub-
dued in his enthusiasm, satisfied with
the power be has, if he gets no more,
and a right smart figure of a man he
is, presiding over the house, without
bothering himsetrkbout what destiny
may have in store. Uncle Joe knows
something about politics, and how
dangerous It Is to make a- speech.
Lots of things have happened since
Uncle Joe first went to congress.
THE WOMEN AND THE SCHOOLS.
We sometimes resent having even
The truth told about us or to UP by
outsiders, and ordinarily they have
some faults of their own, which
should deter their critiriame of our
shortcomings: but If one can not face
the frank truth himself, or we can
not dliwuss our own faults hi Mir Own
household, we shall not get far. Thus
$t It we see the good wornio of Ken.
tacky boldly evve.ing the condition
, of the school system, and th, press
giving their exposure. publeity. If
their exposures were a refleetion on
the school men of the state, we might
be entertained by an acrimonious de.
bate, bat the women are calling st-
eel/Hon to seenething which the feeble
voice of the schoolmen has been pro-
claiming to deaf ears for decade.
Illiteracy is offsetting all the efforts
of progressive minds. illiteracy and
litarrowniindednemi •re little worse
than hog trainieg In half-sufficient
Memo* The leigistature Is waning te
Its liallega about ' Ode matter; and
when Kentucky is .pliseed. where she
we
men with thanktfulness. They have
no political axes to grind and being
thus divorced from politics may ac-
complish remits by concerted action.
when men might be deterred by per-
sonal interest.
ROOSEVELT'S RETORT.
It .ant compatible with ftooseveles
militant honesty to an Wein, when
wrong 111 being done himself or m-
oue else. That isn't a fault; that is a
virtue coMplicatee with temperament.
When the Wall street smash sent
money scurrying to cover, and tem-
porarily suspended deliveries of or-
ders. causing a diminution of freight
traffic, certain railroad heads openly
declared that the policy of the na-
tional administration was responsible
for their loss of business, and otbers,
it foetus, gave the same reason, when
they suggested cutting wages. It was
a stab in the back for the president,
and he retorted characteristically.
There is an interstate commerce com-
mission, the duty of which is to study
all the matters relating to interstate
common carriers, andtheir employes.
The president instructed the commis-
sion to investigate the decrease in
freight business, its cause, and the
reason for cutting wages. The re-
sult, too, was to be expected. Rail-
road heads, growling at the Inquisi-
tion, declared they never had any in-
tention of making a permanent reduc-
tion in wages, and they wonder why
the national administration shoul1
take the liberty to interfere with their
business. It does seem to an out-
sider that those fellows would learn
to let Roosevelt alone. They always
get the Worst of it.
ATTENTION!
A good memory is nothing more
nor less than evidence of tie
habit of -payiny attention. We re-
member things that make a deep im-
pression in our minds, and the clear.
ness of the memory and the lasting
qualities of the impression depend on
the clearness of perception in.the first
place. We remember name, when
the name has been inipressed on us.
either by some striking quality in the
name itself, close attention and asso-
ciation, or tiy its constant repetition.
People sometimes wonder at ths
average politician's memory for
names. It is accounted for by the
fact, that politicians recognize the
necessity of knowing men familiarly,
tip4 pay close attention to names and
faces when introduced to strangers.
An observant person will bear a poli-
tician address a newly made a ttcqaint
RAO* -seaftirirffinee-Wileitiately after
the introduction. alwais pronouncint
his full name carefully, and scrutiniz-
ing his face to catch the changing ex-
pressions. The result is a deep and
lasting impression on the mind--et
"wonderful memory for names and
faces."
Careful attention, holding the
senses of perception to their work,
concentration of the faculties on the
subject under Investigation. is some-
thing that should be cultivated, if one
would make the fullest and best uses
of his talents.
Attention is habit, just as Inatten-
tion is a habit. The first, is the indi-
Cation of a disciplined Mind. Inat-
tention is indication of a wayward
mind. There is the dreamer, whose
thoughts stray unbidden into unprofit-
able byways. There Is the
whose mind, concentrated on an ob-
lect carries the perception into the
ilealms of imaginatlob and there de-
velops an idea. The -acearaey of the
idea depends in the first.place on the
accuracy of perception, and that de-
pods entirely on the attention. This
:6 the -ItIndlikarten principle. Lick
of attention, failure to pereelve every-
thing that lies exposed before us, is
often the reason why some men fail.
where °there-ea Imo-natural eapaeity;
succeed.
SHAME OF THE PRESS.
The ever consistent and always
gentle Owensboro Messenger. which
lid Its little best to cut short the
political career of Governor Beckham,
and thereby contributed to the sue-
seas of the Republican ticket at the
last election, says it was "one among
the very, many to look upon the elec-
tion of Governor Willson as a fact to
be deplored" and It abuses him round
ly for not putting.an end to night
riding.
There is too much of this sort of
thing, and too little of co-operation
in his effort. Governor Willson actee
very promptly In forcing an Investi-
gation by the Christian county grand
lury and in placing troops in the in-
fested section. Then he found that
the law abiding citizens were so In
timidated that justice could not be
bad He appealed to the legislature,
....commending certain drastic legisla-
'ion to meet desperate situations. The
legislature acted ift-such katanner as
to encourage the night riders.
Governor Willson !lest now is en-
Mud &ogle-handed with the prob-
lem. hut he is.acting secrets, so that
his enemies of the pres. and forum
cannot embarrass blin. The action ofthe Law and Order League of Hop-
raises our hope that sanity
is returning. as depreciation of prop
erty and harm 'to business Inter..PO
bore their- way into the craniums of
good Peottle, while the soldiers sentby Governor Willson guard thern.
Shame upon such papers as the
Olvellsboro Messenger, which blow
their pellets at the head of the execu-tive, while anarchy spreads through-
out the dark tobwoo belt
"Jrihnny. who was it struck Ootiabwith a stone'''.
If wron • ea • ver hItanrlielikeWWI a stone n my life '__
The Spoilers.
Rip RAZ IL /RACAL:
ospersate ism by nee IL Deese.
lOosthasse from Seal keno.)
Adding to her mental torment was
the constant vision of that face in tbe
curtalus at the Northern. It was her
brother. yet what mystery shrouded
this affair also? That kept him from
ber? What caused him to slink away
Ilk, a thief discovered? She grew
dizzy and hysterical.
Struve turned in his chair as the'
door te.his private odic, opened, then
leaped to hie feet al sight of the gray
eyed girl atandingMere.
"I came for the papers." sse said.
"I knew you would." The blood went
out of his cheeks, then surged back up
to his eyes. "It's a bargain then?"
She nodded. "Give them to we first."
He laughed unpleasantly. "What do
you take we for? I'd keep my part of
the bargain if yogil keep yours. But
this In uo place, nor time. There's
riot in the sir, and I'm busy preparing
for bought. Come back tomorrow
when It's all over."
But If was the terror of tonight's do-
ings that kel her into his power. •
"I'll nevem eorne back." she said. "It
is my Mem to know today-yes, at
once." •
He meditated for a time. "Then to-
stay it shall he. I'll shirk the Agin,
sacrifice what shreds of duty have
clout/ to- we. because the fever for
yoo is in my tomes. and it seems to we
I'd do murder for R. That's the kind
of k man I am, and I hare no pride In
myself because of it. But I've alway.
been that way. We'll ride to the Sigu
ot the Sled. It's a ronsantie little road-
house ten miles from here, perched
nigh above the Snake river trail. We'll
take dinner there together."
"But the papers'!"
"Ili have them with we, We'll start
In an hour."
"In an hour," she echoed lifelessly
mod left him.
He chuckled grimly and seized the
telephone. "-Central - call the Sled
roadhouse-seven rings on the Snake
river branch. Hello'. That you,
Shorts? This is Struve. Anybody at
the house? Good. Turn them away
if they come and say that you're
('lamed. None of your business. I'll
be out about dark, io bare dinner for
two. Spread yourself and keep the
place clear. Goodby."
Strengthened by Glenister's note,
Helen weert-itrefighr to the oilme-
n:tan and this time was nob kept wait
lag nor greeted with sneers, but found
Cherry cloaked in a shy dignity, which
she clasiped tightly about herself. LW-
der her visitor's Incoherence she lost
her diffidence, however, amid, when
-Helen bad finished, remarked, with de-
cision: "Don't go with him. He's a
bad man."
"But I must. The blood of those men
will be en me if I don't stop this trag-
edy. 'if those papers tell the tale I
think they do. I can call off iny uncle
and make McNamara give back the
mimeo. You said Struve told you the
who), scheme. Did you see the proof?"
"No, I have only his word, but be
spoke of those documents repeatedly,
saying they contained his instructknis
to tie up the mines in order to give
a foothold for the lawsuits. He
bragged that the rest of the gang were
I. his pawer anti that be could land
That's all." •
"It's lbe only chance." said Helen.
"They are sending soldiers to the Midas
to he in anstemb, and you must warn
the vigilautes." Cherry paled at this
and ejaculated: .
"Good Lord! Roy said he'd lead an 
attack Umiglat." -Timr4werilltarilid at who thread tbe silent valleys or treat('each Giber. the oleo of things. His beldame*
"If I succeed with Struve I can stop stirred them and enthusiasm did the
it all-all of this Injustice and crime  rest.
everything." . , "All I watt for myleIf." he Mid,"Do you realise what you're risk- the chance to run the big risk. It'sInt?" Cherry demanded. "That man mine by right."
is an animal. You'll have to kill him
to save yourself, and he'll never give
up those proofs"
"Yes, he will." said Helm fiercely.
"and I defy him to harm me. The Sign
of the Sled is a public roadhouse with
a landlord, a telephone and other
guests. Will you warn Mr. Glenister
about the troops?"
"I will, and bless you for a brave
girl. Walt a moment." Cherry took
from the dresser her tiny revolver.
"Don't hesitate to use this. I want
you to know •Itio that I'm sorry for
what I said yesterday."
As she hurtled away Helen realised
with a sbock the change that the past
few months had wrought In ber In
truth, It was as Glenister had said,
his northland worked strangely with
its denizens \That of that shrinking
girl who had stepped out of tbe shel-
tered life, strong only in her untried
honesty, to become a bunted, harried
thing, juggling with honor and reputa-
tion, In her heart a half formed fear
that she might kill a man this night to
gain her end? The elements were
molding her with irresistible hands.
Roy's contact with the primitive had
not roughened him more quickly than
bad, hers.
She met her appointment with
Struve, and they rode away together, be
talkative and elated, she silent and icy.
Late In the afternoon the cloud banks
to the eastward assumed siarmIng pro-
portions. They brought with them an
early nightfall, and when they broke
let forth a tempest which rivaled that
of the previous night During the first
of it armed men came sifting Into Mr.
Namara's office from the rear and were
hidden throughout the building. When
eyer he descried a peculiarly desperate
ruffian the boss called him aside for
private instruction and gave minute
description of a wide shouldered, erect
youth in white bat and half boots.
Gradually be met his trap with the men
Votorbans had raised front the shone
and when it was dime smiled to him
be
plan, for it had served to goad his gots
antes to the point he desired. toitlie
purist where they would rush to their
own undoing He thought with esti%
faction of tbe rule be would piss In the
United States poses when the sensa-
tional news of this uiglit's adventire
venue out. A court utticial who dared
to do legging- desinte a lawless mob.
A receiver who turned a flikluigbt at-
tack tnto a rout and *thimbles. That is
what they would aey What if be did
exceed his authority thereafter? What
if there were a scandal? Who would
question? As to soldiers-no, decidedly
no. lie wiatied no help of soldiers at
this time.
lite eight of a ship iu the oiling to-
ward dark caused him sortie mangle
hem, for, notwithstanding the assur-
ance that the course of Justice in the
San Franeleeo courts had twee clogged,
lie knew Bill Wheaton to be a resource-
ful lawyer and a determined, man.
Therefore it relieved him to note the
Miring gale, which precluded the possl-
Witty of Interference from that source.
I-et theta come tomorrow If they
would. By that time some of tbs mines
would be owuesises and his position
strengthened a handredfold,
lie telephoned the wines to throw
out guards, although he reasoned -that
none but madmen would think of
striking there in the face of the warn-
ing which be knew must have beep
transmitted 'through Helen. Putting
be his rajneoat he sought Stillman.
"Bring your niece over to my piece
tonight. l'here's trouble in the air and
I'm prepared for it."
"She hasn't returned from her ride
yet I'm afraid she's caugbt in tha
storm." The judge gazed anxiously
jab o the darkness.
During all the long day the vigilantes
lay in hiding, Impatient at their idle-
bees and wondering at the lack of ef-
fort made toward their discovery, not
dreaming that McNamara had more
cleverly hidden plans behindt When
Cherry's note of warning came they
gathered in the back room and gave
voice to their opinions
"There's only one way to clear the
atmosphere," said the chairman.
"You bet," chorused the others.
"They've garrisoned the mines, as) let's
go through the town and make • clean
Job of it. Let's hang the whole out-
fit to one poet"
This met with general approval.
Glenister alone demurring. Said he:
"I have reasoned it out differently. and
I want you to hear me through before
deciding. Last night I got word from
Wheaton that the California courts
are against us. He attributes It to
influence. but whatever the reason, we
are cut off from all legal help either
in this court or on appeal. Now, sup-
pose we lynch these- oilletisie-teffiebt,
*hat do we gain'? Martial law in two
Mum, our miner tied up fur another
year. and who knows what else? May-
be a corrupter court next season. Sup-
pose. on the other band, we fall, and
somehow I feel that we will, for that
boas la no font Wfidt then? Those of
us who don't find the morgue will end
in jail.. You say we can't meet the
moldier& I say we can and must. We
must carry this row to them. We
most jump It pest the courts of Alaska.
past the courts of California. and tip
to the White House, where tbertOs one
honest man, at least. We roost do
something to wake op the men in
Washington. We must get out of poli-
tics, for McNamara can beat us there.
Although he's a stropg man he can't
sorrupt tbe president. We have one
shot left, and It must reach the Poto-
mac-. When Uncle Sam takes a band
well get • square deal. so I any let us
strike at the Midas tonight and take
er-lf-we can. Scone of us will go
down, but what of it?"
Following this harangue, be outlined
a plan which In Its unique daring took
away" their breaths, and as-be filled in
detail after detail they brightened with
excitement and that lore tot the long
chance whIMLMAILes gem
Dextry spoke breathlessly to Slap-
Jerk In the pause which ensued:
".%In't he a better?"
gl you," the mitten chimed
to a man. And the chairman added -
"Let's have (llenister lead this forlorn
hope. I am willing to stand or fall ou
his Judgment " They acquies-,441 with
out a dissenting voice, and with the
firm hands of' a natural leader the
young man took control.
"Let's hurry up," said one. "It's a
long 'mesh' and the mud Is knee deep."
"No walking for us." said Roy.
"We'll go by train."
"By train? How can we get a
train?"
"Steal it." he answered. at Which
Dextry grinned delightedly at his
loam jointed companion. and Siapjack
showed his toothless gums In answer.
saying:
"Ile sure is."
A few more words and Glenister, ac-
companied by these two, slipped out
Into the whirling storm, and * bait boor
Inter the rest followed_ One by one
the vigilantes left, the blacknese blot-
ting them up an arm's length front,
the dour—till at last the big, bleak
weeebestee- etboed hollowly to the
voice 'Of the wind and water.
Over In the eastern end of the town,
behind dark windows upon which the
Sheeted fain beat furiously, other
armed amen lay patleatly wafting-
welting scene word from the bulky
shadow which stood with folded arms
close against ri Aware of grtty, while
over their beady, a wrett.bed old man
pared back and forth, wringing big
hands, pausing at ere'', turn to peer
out into the night and to mumble We
uarne of his sister', child.
- -
(Oositlaned in ooze
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
5,517 ease wakes you isefbaSaa. Laz-Ife
Sales year sispl• imilaaa tight. Seal es the
saaagy•beak piss eeserenserte, POWS/ amt.
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Help 1110,1. W4,114•111:
The comprehe .144 summary of
the work accomplished by the Home
of the Friendiees in Paducah *Woe Ito
begiening lentil the present time,
which was published in The Sun on
last Kouchty, has attracted much no-
lid.. Comparatively few of Paducah's
Miens have realized the great work
that had been done by this noble In-
Stitetlett. so quietly had it been car-
ried along, until they read it so forci-
blysummarised. • The thought that
came to many was, "how splendicyt
Is to have an institution W meet just
such case as that of the Joiner chit-
dreg' recently brought home to us!'
What would have become of these
little 'traits, if they had not this Owl-
tiring house extended to them In their
necessity? By all swaps the Home of
the Friendless should te enlarged to
meet alt demands upon it: A build-
ing Is needed especially for boys, this
would greatly simplify some Juvenile
court problem and help make good
citizens of some probable bad ones.
ClTIZEN.
NATION IN CLUTCHES OF I)
ED GRIP.
That the Oily is no respector of
age, vex class or natioruility is eery
forcibly demonetrated by the preval-
eel,* of the dinatee at the ['regent
time.
In the large cities especlelly, so
great has beta the increase of the
Grip that It has almost reached the
stage of an epidemic, and what is its-
timitely more serious is the fact that
Its mortality rate fa higher -than erer
before.
While ill, true that the 441angeable
temperature, exposure to cold air, art
feet, etc.. render everyone more or
less liable to this serious disease, the
fact remainsothat the Grip can not
only be prevented, but its dangerous
symptoms can be greatly reduced by
taking a remedy that an be abso-
iutely depended upon to act promptly
and beneficially on the respiratory
tract, which Is the seat Of the dis-
ease.
At the first sign of a cold, which
usually announce itself by a onetime
cough or peculiar suffocating seam-
ittail. a liberal dose of Pisu:s Cuts will
promptly clock the progress of the





By "PODLW TVS LOVE.
• -
- "Give ese Ish
eves sr giveies
Imre ! "
ti itICK HENRY is the patron
.ate.t of the American school'
r H- marerisolt,
ea-11 containing a single sou
*tab, lent to immortalize any or-
soir, .thetty or gre we
leothr-'-3-bseeseevenottripte wants still
M,n. the breams of hoer. of toodon
terouglesto ttrw-uot "l'oueear Lad lit'
• o
reason"' 't,, thealist-Tdr:i. .
and Ceorge the I tent"-
eaten rim horror **And fletoge the
'I bird." conclude,. Petris k henry s«tro
fully  :Amur prollt.he tbstrossaateke
that be tritium°. make tbetnost of it"
By 'these two speecbes. which oervsl
the colonists to stroager protest/rimiest
liritisb misrule. Is ['strict Henry boot
remembered but there was IBM h more
In this provincial Virgil-den than mere
forensic fervor. Henry proved Hs
wools by his deeds As soldier. as leg
1.i:it as governor of altar:net and in
sl• • aparltIes to which be wet •_alled
Is.' %hewed metal that rats true
Yet Patrttk Henry as • boy aci
youth was considered a ne'er-dovre::
lie was • red beaded, sictechy °again
ly youngster, caring litt:e -for arbors
sad much for toyish &dem:tires in
wcederand He !ailed to three or four
buceess enterprises. :cc:tiding rarneog
and storekeeping. and. though a Mar
rted man, was deeperately poor.
Some yetaflrbefOre be rearbed thirty
however. Patrick Henry perked up and
astonished the Virginia satires Ile
studied law. about a month sod Man
aged-to obtain admisstoo to the bar
in a idirprfelory tile!, time be was •
leader in his profession. '
Perillaps Om most remarkable thing
about Patrick Henry was bli &betty
as ii deeliner of °nice in tile later
years. He deftined • seat in the Unit.
ed'State• senate; he declined Washing-
ton's invitation to become- secretary et
state; be declined the appointment to
the chief justIcesblp of the 'supreme
court of thli United States; be declined
another- election to the governorship of
Virginia. though he did submit to elec
tioa to the bouse of delegates, but died
before taking his seat.
"If Groucter ever, comes around
your "place borrowing anything." maid
Wise. "don't let him have it." "You' te
spoken too late," soya Ruske; He was
around yesterday " "You're easy
What wsw he borrowing " "Trouble,
lie's in the hompital today.---P1111a-
delphia Pre5s.
"I. politic*, I preeurne. it Is always
weli to sew wood and say nothing
'Not always. Sometimes Use
MONI)1Y F111111'4HY 24. • f
East Tennessee Telephone Co. Gives.
Facts of Their Case to the Public.
To correct false impressions made ifeur wiles and failed.
by the recent agitaton of dispute So the matter now stands that the
Pity of pithtcatt through Its alder-
thou and councilint-n, has never car-
ried cat the *sr...meet urigibolly
filtered into will, the telephone rani-
pane nor madc any effort to do so,
The telephone tompatly Is ready and
willing to carry out its originali ago:,
meet or to care; out tho voituproulho.
agreemoit entiTed into by the city.
sollt•lior, his eruplo)-mt assistant alio
the mayor aloe* the original agree-
inent •Was entered .nto.
The telephone company has paid ailIts exchange at a loss.
The history . of 1114, trouble is as 
of the taxes for .varons purpose- .t
inipesed teem it lit the City of Pettit-((plows.: Soule tbre, or four years
ago a icspat,„ mole bet ween ow „Qui_ cah and..deriug the star 19417 pied
franchisa. tax amounting- to $1.b9;iiipuny end the env with referenoe to
license tax $1 lel end $l.Sbm lis. adval-antount of franchise license told other
tax and litigatilill gmw out of it. 
Orum !al, lu addition to the elate
While this litigation was 'reeding and anti 
county taxes' _
It is reported that the City orParties rea4 bed an agreemet.t. a rep-
aducall has uttlered the INityt Teoresentative of the tekmbonts company
Met with the council and a committee Ile!owe wit'Phunt,s$ rculoVed trOttl real-
(menu both .braachem of that loody to dhet.itilys.e utifsdrabdut:elanthile. tth:tuseeranonf the cit'
confer with the t‘dephone company
Arm, ministoin •inteireted -partiew-tadastrtous-
and with power to setil,• the differ. tei,•phones are beteg removed anti
ly cirvillaerd such a Tepurt. The tameand forth. an ag.reement was finally
reached whereby the telephony. corn- pan Y desire* to state that such a r.'-
patsy w-as to pay tile city $3.14to in e in•r' is nut true, that no such rote...-
lieu of ell back claims end the city !otlott or °reel's:ice has been Reseed
was to offor a certien franchise, 4,, tt*:,!rictifautnkciel multi s ph: ap:sht.o..riity Tteheurd.or-
which was agreed un, and the tele-
phone company in addition to tote to bonne.' a odeflito.ne front
$1.0419 wite to bid not leas than row, h p. resIdence or pima. of business'. It
for such a franchise. ,e eteolatoe tbd tioss ver, order certain telephotos,
was put through both branches of the it -moved from the city hall. pollee wet
council reciting that a enniprounise I fire stations as wets given free to the
had been reached and every niernher.rit,- by the Eaet Tennetowe
in both branches ef the eotitoil agieeti,eempaby ozoirr Ito. eriginal agree-
time tsomproemline amid vetol tot the pieta,
resolution.. immediately upoi, Mel ma. company doing iron unwise
easetage of this reeedutoti the t":.•• Act on the part of the tit). to ordcr •
Phone colltilanY 'Veld to the *yr the telephones removed on aNviunt of-
hich thr c;tv has Al :the danger from tire :obi to this rtOt
thee some tele sa ordihato••• potting; It ha s nevertheless taken Wilma to
forth the terms of the franchise pretect the retool* of Paducah from
agreed on wile introduced and pa,aral. loss by Sr.' and we detere to aMettre
the lower board by a unaninome awe, roar patrons that if they will go,
it passed the upper board its first notice Ill the exibange of the need
reeding by a unanimous vote, but bo .of fire and pole. protection tb-
ta's-cm, the no.i and peewid neditig"..ompany will yes that proMpt In
of the no tithe rs of the .boattd of ntion 1. conoreed tea the propel% de-
aidertnen. for reaming esosfactere .1.to peon:tests and will ooptiutie in the
tnOinselesos -bit)eoted- io the Passage , fulUre- as It hest in the pare to toot
of the ortilnapce, and, while it Vas, forth. its best efforts not only to pro
nut forniary defeated at that time_ tect •Itit patrons but 151 furniah to
1115ot:sit! .qate _from Ltino_to• t p e osisese-elte- verTo-beet•-possibleotelephorre°
tee" ntueb 'day...elision bath and forth 7 lOPTTire We alto desire to thank our
city council at the 631(g. ,Uu Of It. 'hex disappreval of the attacks made
many patrons •ho has' expromed
was finally, defeatc-1 Tin reupon sfic-
lawyer passed a resolution (Unsling • upon os. their aesoronee of me-
ttle board ort pubic workit to uprose tinti• .1 rapport ar.d hit In4O,
.to ,_. 1,11'," Kea! Tvenemeee 111Wfitklin• _ -Teh•nhonie Ii.linipan) to tO t Sit relad
75 pt41.-••. atriag it. w.r. or In any.s. 
'Kest To-nate., Te:eplione Co.
any maintain . propett it a safe
cordition am,'-' witerr- in ii, 't) of
Paducah-. sad an thin atuoiinted to
confiseetion of .5 p'•nt. the
for its own loote.•tion. s,t -out a r
of InjuneCon to IN ;ent the citi from
refus.r.g t., allow r to “di,.-.7stie total-
Pesti in l!aducah. smel tior matter,
stands.
between the ("ty of Padueath and this
etniipanywe think is proper to Make
the following statement:
The controversy between the City
or Paducah rag the gust Tentseesee
Telephone compatir is not of the
ti011tialtl'a making O has
ac's-deal to every requtat made by the
Citly 1_11 Paducah sate one amid
would gladly accede to that were it
not for the fact that it %toted moult
in compelling the company to operate
The corn t• a do.. 1. no' nor has it
it "r des red al.% litigation on trots Isle
"th on the tithe: hand.
It Is excee,lingl% anzleus to Kettle the
coritrovorrsy and it ht's so Indi aritil
time *tot _Chie Agaila Tam'!_ s • • •
tho litigation has bon pet.iling thel
city au'icitor. his eniployed ageletast
and the mayor hay' reaehed an
agreement with the est. Anne -FORS-.
pans' as 113 an ordinanes. propoeinr
ter- sell a franchise and such ord.,.
nce as, infonaut.. .Into the gen-
eral eutetital and passed !h.. lower
board: in the wiper heard 't re. I ',id,
y i .11)1NF:r: I* .'r t r
BAND DATERS
Are of treat
Cooseq a e Ice
By the turn_d_a band you
have the *meet date to 4942,
IThe eon is small and the
time awed is no comparison,
The Maned Stamp Welts
115 & Ibird SI Nees BO
BACK UP





One year or fifty years from now, your Letters in
other people's files will look as _well as the day theywere_rccederslif they_are-writtow on-
@COUP@ICE3COME
.-COUPON BOND _betters by age, because it is made slowly.
 You amnia hasten the proves* of papermaking and get as good a paper as by the old slow method. Youhave to build a sheet of paper. That is wiry a blind man could,tell • sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papersThe "feel" would tell him the- character of the paper. Itistrength and surface would tell the story of glow, careful manu-facture.
Back op Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for letters that lin vo to count Try it foryourself. Make an experiment 0,4 a Itiolitt'S Supply ofCoupon Bond from your printer and cheek up results.
The SUN Job Offi
•













, 18 pounds Sugar -. ...:___ $1.00
3 ponied can Tomatoes -... ...... .. Ini•••••••••• •••••••••• .........•• owe... •••• om.....00..aw• 1 OC
Huntley it Palmer's Dintrer Biscuits per pound- 32C
Omega Flour pet seek...-. _. ..... .. ....-....85C
Wafer Crackers per pound -1...-12C
Apples per peek , 40C
Bromangeline3packages 25c
Dr. Priee's J2111liuvr3jtockages 25C
Fine Coffee per pound ..',.- 150
ivory Soap 6 bars - 25C
Pimentos, 3cami for_ -. ••••••• -26C
Fresh ,Tomatoes, per dos. - ' 40C
Turnip Greens, per poubd......._30 Egg Plant, 2 for -25C
• • _.10CNewt) CurrAnts, pkge 2 lb. can Tomatoes  _.....7C
Puffed Rice, 3 pkges. _......_.-21543 Cream Cheese, lb.-.... 20C
Brick Cheese, per pound -
THE LOCAL NEWS-
---Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Forms for reel estate agents for
sale at this odic&
--Mr. if. C. Hollins has left the
city for a few months, and I have sc-
. quired as tnteteat in his bagatelle and
shall look miler it for him. Any in-
formation with reference to any
blanch of it will recilve prompt at-
tention if you will tall up The Sun
-Office. Both phones 31:8. B. J. Psa-
lm.
- city subtterlbers to the Daily
society will meet et 8 o'cloek, tomor-
row night with Dr. Carl W. Sears,
17117 Meyers street. Meaan'icsburg.
The subject is "Tuberculosis of the
Hones end Rickets:*
-The E and (1. club meets tonight
at the honur of Mrs. I. le isarringten,
1103 Mediae:I street
-- Pennell. the violin maker of
Cremona. at the parish house this
evening at o'clock sharp. Admis-
sion Z cents.
Sun who wish the delivery of their 1,4.4.4.4 44.4.4.4.4.4.40
pryers stopped must notify Our col- 4
lectors er make the requests direct
to Sun office. No attention will
be paid- to such orders when given
to -carriers. Suu thibilibing Co.
-Dr. Warne?. veterinarian. Treat-
meth of domestic anlMals. Both
phttes 131.
--We can glve you the finest car-
riages In the city for wedding, ball
•nd thiater calls. Our Inlets are low-
er than thee? charged for like service
In any .city in America. Our 'entice
Is second to none, and the best to this
el:y. Palmer Transfer Company.
stamps made to eider.
ett9Prior Price mirowtsT.----orass and
aluminutu checks of all kinds. Rub-
bar stamp aceessbries. The Diamond
Stamp Works, 115 South Third street.
Phoves 358.
_ sei-Tho_liesav York World almanac
tor Iterejojt reeeived at R. D. Cieln-
enta & t'o.
- Carriage Wort of aS kinds.
Paitit.tot. repairfhlr. rubber tires. etc.
Perini wagons Wade to order. We
are offering special indueements for
early orders. Sezton Sign Works.
Phone 401. •
-,-Place your .orders for weddlag
invitations at home. The Sua is
showing as great an assortment ae
you will find anywhere. at prices
tout* lover than you will have to
pay elsewhere.-
The Stettin Sign Works has In-
stalled sr Mike at 34.7 Kentlicky aye-
----------------------
.ti.1.m CUtit, the coleq-aot _man_
e he was recently adjudged • danger-
.- iunsti -," wits sent to the Hopkins-
ti--ehtm y-esterdet -10-10-1-end-
11.11? eho came bete.
The Beaune Merchants' SamMele-
tem yell Oyu a smoker at the Wo
nian's club huitding Jomorrow even-
- :tee at which tune Mr. N. M. Burns.
‘Chtl. I# here in the interest of the.deeit
eat. rse, e movement. will deliver an
---  large 
altendariSie-ses'seee
or el et!
-Mr Bud Gipson. the pottier Ore
mata at the central ,flue station.
• both of his thiontet Saturday
aft, ;neon while washing ivindoes In
the station. The weights of see melt
-were broken. and the sash fell.
Mr Albert, Dickerson. • well









Every three or four days
we receive a fresh shipment
of these delicious genies. You
can't buy stale candies here.
Mullane's toothsome dainties
are fresh as a daisy when you
buy them. Best you ever
tooted; they Melt in your
mouth.
' Gilbert's Drag Store
4th and Broadway
AT THE CHURCHES
tarsi Rain i.; I intr. b.
“Chr.:tik;:.:-. our 5. al...11 to con-
quer the world is obeilience,'• was the
dosing aentence of the Rev. M. E.
DosidS Sermon yesterday morniue at
the First Baptist church, after a spien
did diecourse on. slabedIctice Better
Than Sacrifiee " Obedience to God
arid the law- were discussed fully. alai
bat there, is a penalty efeacribed for
every disegard was brought out feel-
biy by Warring to the death of Judge
Hargis. In the evening Dr. Dodd
1
spoke on 'The Crucified Christ.
---.-- ,
Fleet tairiatian.
- The ite# . ft li• tioorie of the First
eh:eaten church. preached an able
Pt rinOU last n:ght on "Absolutely
Safe- este from ill dangers relig-
oehdy, Dr. Moore pointed out must
he by a careful obttertattee of the




There vies one accessiou to the First
Presbyterian rhurch at the morning
set; ii-.- ; esterday.
Third Street %Ilethodist.
The Third street Methodist Sunday
school had the largest attendance yes-
terday of any Sunday for seven years.
This was owing to the Cross and
Crowe 1.in. introduced by the super-
intendent. Mr. .A. J. Bamberg, and
active personal worke.areing done by
the officers and teachers. There were
114 preeent yesterday.
The Rev. H. IL Terry preachede at
11 a. m anotior of his series of ser-
mons on "The BrotherhbOd," to a
large and appreciative audience. At
eves Me.---Torriesbaldseervices__
',title's chapel. • His subject was
Peace."
The Rev. J. W. Blacker& presid-
ing elder of the Paducah district, and
the_Ree. W. .1. Naylor, pastor of the
Paducah circuit. attended the eyening
service at Third Street. Mr. Naylor,
l•reached a forcible sermon on "Revl
vat Work " •There were three adrif-
t-kale to -the enure-It- tnantbarsitip
letter. '
itreadway Methorikst.
A large congregation heard 1.11
Rev. (1. T. Sullivan at the Broadway
Methodist church ittst sight in tht
fourth of his eyries of sermons on
the Tea. Conituandmenta. "R
her the Sabbath Day to Keep I
Holy." Dr. ihillivan prefaced in
text, the -Fourth Commandment, wit
reading from Genesis ot the creatio
of the world and Sod resting on th
'Seventh Pty. By a series of logica
deductions he enforced the lesson o
it necessity for rest along all lines
labor, and what the keeping of th
Sabbath had done for the world
the--perely-Elhele-
ties. ;The quartet choir rendered
"Remember tit, Sabbath Day" very
inipreisively J.nif_ltelere the sermon
Grate Epascopal.
The Rev. David tardy Wrier
preached an especially thought-corn
pelting sermon yesterday morning a
tirace Episcopal church. Using th•
sifting of Gideon's army for his theme
Dr. Wright arrayed one by one theta
weaknesses or foibles to which we al
a-re more or less prone, as the "WC
foxes" against which the ehristian
warrior should strive, It was a virile
arraitiMilient and • powerful, ante-
Lenten disemine. In conclusion Dr.
Wright paid a glow lag tribute to the
Russian general, Stooseel, as a hero
and a martrr.
Brontivray, sprained his. right ankle
otate- getting off a street ear yester-




The McCracken County Medical toy the entire cast on Wednesday even-
ing at the Kentucky theater. A re-
will be held also on Thursday




The Washtub/ten birthday enter-
talunrent at the Trimble Street Meth-
odist church Friday evening was a
splendid StleCeSs, the bouse being
tilled to overflowing. The entertain-
ment was &ten by the Junior league,
which Is made up of 7 of the chil-
dren of the church. This department
f the rhumb is one of the moat
tive. Thr ch•oich that takes care yf
the little children wia be the church
of the 'next generation. The young
iu charge are entitled to credit
or the success of the work of this
eSendid league. ,They are Miss Flor-
ence Andereon. Miss Ada Smith ane
Mrs. J. M. Gentry. Mr. C. W. Morri-
son is the manager of the league.
-
itetreansain for "Bathos" Scheduled.
The rehearsal for the operetta.
"Barbee" wril be beta as usual this
teeritug at 7:30 o'clock at the Eagles'
'hail, Broadway and Sixth street.Tuesday night, on account of the
Sapinsky song recital at the Eagles'lhall. the rehearsal will be at the HotelCraig.
There will be. a-toll -dress-
Mrs Waddle Lang, 521 North Fifth
street, is hostess of the Church Fur-
nishing society of the First Ceristian
church this afternoon at her heriae.
It is the open meeting of the striSety
ad the Ladies' Aid society are tire
guests of honor. An attractive musis
cal is given in addition to other
features.
Mapinsky Akin to Schumann-
Heink.
The Snpinsky "incert J1 T,t sday
evening at the .1;81;* hail !tennis a
1..; be in every a notal.' mus.eal
event. Mrs. Se/Melly ionise under
auspices of Matter- Mesital
club and followeg her son.; reaite!
Ilse club ',HO eneetain with :tr. in-
it•ttnal reception .n her hone- n the
jarlors of the (a mmerciai dub Si
;ite Eagles buit444-. .
will arrive here at 6 o'clock from
Lotrievilli. All details wit he cone
r eted after she comes._..
Mrs. laa-Mnaire has a charming
mezzo-contralto voice and is said to
grow more and more like Schumann-
Heink but has by no means reached
the limit of her development.
She delights all who have heard
tee and Is nat only fairorita in her
home, Louisville, but throughout the
state and elsewhere the press minket
have hesn most ('omplimentary. The
Marion Ind.) Leader said of her
appearance there:
"Mrs. Carrie R. Sapinsky, the
noted southern contralto; carried off
he honors. At the afternoon concert
In which she appeared. she received
an, ovation. Words cannot tell of the
beauty and excellence of her Stake.
1: shows not only a natural ability
and wonderfully perfect training, but
aided by the magnetic personality
of the singer. She holds her audience
spcilbound during the rendition of her
songs. Her versatility was shown in
the groups of songs in the afternoon
program."
rte-Hy Entertainment at Pariah House
Tonight.
l'nder_the auspicee of Grace Church
Guild, a decidedly eiever and attrac-
tive entertainment will be given .1,his
evening at the parish house. Mrs.
FkisasMaY Clark Young (Lillian Lan-
easter) and her husband. Mr. James
Young, wilt Present -'74111.61.- nest-
cli by a talented loyal cast. The
serits of tableaux -featuring several
popular poems of James 1A'hiteomb
Riley as they are read, will be a pret-
ty after-piece. The musical program
will be another unexceptional feature
of pleasure. The parish house hail
should be crowded.
Miss Annie Graham, of Graham-
vale, is visiting friends in the eta.
Mr. J. It. Allen, of GuIhrle, was
the guest of Dr. F. V. Kimbrough
yesterday. _
Mr. and Mee. J. P. Sanderoun are
guests of Dr. and Mrs. R. C. Gore,
of Lone Oak. •
Miss Mettle Sanderson, of Lone
Oak, is visiting friends in Dyersburg.
Tenn. .
Miss Irene Fowler, stenographer
In Judge Lightfoot's °take. is quit/sill
of grip at her home on North ISighth
street.
Miss Nellie Gresham, who has been
visiting in this city for inheral Months
left for home today in Princeton.
-'Mm- tardle -Beleiv,- 416 Norton
street, left today for Louisville on a
visit to her brother,
Little Miss Cithertae Noble, of
Annfiled," tat Arcadia, is lalorovine
from her Illness.
Mr. Edwin Randle bas eiecovered
from an attack of the grip.
Mr. Charles Singer returned this
morning after a short visit to friends
in Louisville,
Mr. A. M. Thompson has returned
from Chicago after a visit to his wife
Mr. Oscar Hank went to Murray
today. , s - •
Mr. J. M. Cockrell and son, For.
lice, have returned from Danville,
Ill.. Where they visited relatives.
' Alfred. the little son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rufe Veale, has been. seriously
'ill of toosilitis, but Is better today.' Ma. 0..T. Male, of Murray, sister
M , - W SL .Barnhill, of Lowes, and ref .Mr, Rum Gilson, Is III of stornactt
m1.1 H .41thegait,a4M. time/ rileiStrouble. "rOdtIV Mn. Hale Wee reoott
were In the city today eft route to the eg as „maattat I proved.
the Oeutral Hoeard awe whin Mrs.
Lehmann will be hpre Omit; it *seat.
Mrs. D. .11. dialjey,'1123 Seich Ninth
Street, is ill of the grip at hi-i home.
Mrs. .4. C. Clark left yesterday for
the east to purchase spring titilitiere.
Mr. Nutlet Taylor, the machin:4
and nalli man, left this niorieng fur
Paris, Tenn.
Col. Mike Griffin went to Murray
this morning, after spending Sunday
at home with his tawny. .
NEWS OF COURTS
I l's Police reurt.
Washingturea betlialus did not add
much to the list of crime, and Stet-
daye, was on the quiet list, too. This
Inorldl.g Judge Cross finished his
court in record breaking time. The
linfortunates were: Druak -James
Mr. Roscoe Wilkins has returnee. Col:Ins, colored, Mack MeKinney, $1
to Fulton after a visit to 1.- ;elves ii and costs. Drunk and disorderly-
tile city. !Oscar Baker, 30 days in the f-ounty
Mrs. R. I.. Baker, of Alm... isvis- jail. Breach of peace-Guy Boor, $1
iting Mrs. R. A. Haynee.sin 'Meehan- and costs: Harry Allen, continual!
icsburg. I until March 2; Reuben Dersen end
Mr. W. If. Rbberte, of 91•4 Trimble Ada Chapnian, both colOred, Dorsch
street, is in "Chicago on bussess. dismissed and ease against Chapman
Mr. C. H. Bradley, of Murray, was left open. Malicious cutting---Asia
in the city this morning. Itliapniarecolored, examination waived
Mr. 'hid Reed and wife, of Smith- and bond fixed At $300.
land, Were In the city yesterday.
•
Circuit Court.
A judgment was rendered this morn
ing in favor of F. G. Rudolph, guar-
" i dler' of Jessie Jennings. against Mary
COMMERCIAL CLUB
NEW COMMITTEES l‘a.t(J. ennings. To m. a Jennings,dnenistriititiL $of6the 00 ;etis;
President Earl Palmer, of ite, COM-
M rei• I '-lus, has apot11i..d
lowing standing committee,:
Executive--Earl Palmer, ex-officio
chairman; Helt. Lindsey. .1. C. Utter.
back, II. C. Rhodes, W. V. Bradshaw.
Membership - Harry R. Hank,
chairman; George H. Goodman, Harry
Meyers s
itailrold--11. S. Wei's. chairman;
Abe Livingston, Virgil Sherrill.
laintigration-E. J. Paxton. (-hair.
man: James P. Smith. K. W "Bieker.
Ohio Va:ley Improvement - hi. C.
Rhode,, chairman; Richard Rudy, S.
Reidhead.
tarireesC. Jennings. thuttrmnTF
J. ('. Porter. John J. Derry.
IN WONDERLAND.
Practice itelwarwak Are to lie own.
ineticed 1011* the 2.-0111.
Miss Geraldine Drealan. of Chicago,
will be in Paducah Tuesday to beg:n
rehearsing for D. Wipe Leonald's
musical spectacular extravaganza.
"Alice in Wonderland," which will
appear at the Kentocky-theater Mature,
-day, March 7. matinee and tight, un-
der the auspices of the Paducah lodge
of Elks.
All people taking part In_ the-play
are requested to be present 'at the
Elks Home Tuesday, the 25th, as fol-
lows: Chorus rehearsal at 3:45 p. m.
and caste hehearsal 7:30 p. m, There
will be chaperones present.
.1. -
Tom Hatheid lutes
• Louisa, Ky., Feb. 24.-Tom Hat-
field, the fames mountain feudist.
died in a hospitarhere. Hatfield had
been captured by eneniles just asross
the West Virginia border, and after
being taken for some distance back
Into the woods, was tied to a tree ane
left to die. He was found and brought
to Louisa. but so severe had been his
sufferings from cold and exposure
that both legs bad to be amputated,
and several of his fingers and toes
were so badly frozen that they drop-
ped off. Hatfield was a member of
the Hatfield clan in the famous Hat-
two, mccoy feud. It will be remerne
heed that "Devil Anse" Hatfield died
In Pike county a few years ago, aft -r
almost all of his kin had left for the
south.
ThS Meeednig ans--ter • week
- 
"DIE MAIIMAIliti"
Are You Proud of
Your Boy?
Then do not deny him
the great pleasure of
looking just as well-or a
little better thiin any of
his associates.
This week we are -show-
ing all the newest novel-
ties in Buster Brown,
Buddy Tucker and Rus-
sian Blouse Wash Suits,
and if you want to have
the boy look right and





amoutrof money due the infant child
of her brother.
A judgment for $603 was rendered
in favor of the First National bank
arrete-the Mississippi company,
Canton, Miss. A gasoline boat was
ordered sold to satisfy the debt.
in Bankruptcy.
At the first meeting of the creditors
of the bankrupt estate of W. E. War-
ford, held this morning, Attorney A.
Y. Martin Was elected trustee of the
estate.
Marriage License,_
I.. N. Nanciund Bailie M. Burns.
Deeds F_iled„
Vt-illiam Miller to Heii-ry Beach, 10
at-l's, $110.
TWO CARVED
(*AI. RILEY SAID.TO HAVE WANT-
ED TO SHE BLOOD RUN.
Horace Utley Almost Bled to Death
and Maggie (ray Cut in the
Neck.
Cal Riley,  colored. was not a good
host Sunday to his guest, when he
!carved Maggie Gray and HoraceRiley, his cousin. Horace Mims of724 Jeues street, went,to (....1's,hertiast
on Finley street and found him quar-
reling with his woman, Maggie Grey.
Pester was restored for a time, but
it is said that Cal grabbed a razor
and started after the Gray woman,
who raft out the front door, and st-n
overtaxen she was cut badly about
the face and neck.
According to Horace Riley's state-
ment, when Cal started with the
knife out the front door, he went out
the beck door. Evidently Cal was
searching for trouble and after work-
ing on the Gray woman, he followed
his cousin, and at Ninth and Clark
streets threw him down and cut his
temple artery and inflicted several
other slight plebe; about the fa'.'.
'hen Riley was taken to the city
hall by Patrol Drivel' 'Thad Terrell he
*as nearly dead from the loss of'
blood. Dr. R. E. Hearne dressed his
wofttuly 'Mt' Pelee- art-erter-',
Riley. '
"Rig Doings at the Ithik.”
The management of the Auditorium
Ca-offers an unusuiTitiraitiOn Tor
FKIday night, February 231h. In the
shape ofsa Leap Year Party. The
leap year idea will be carried out in
everything. Each man purchasing
skate tickets beginning Monday night
will have the privilege of voting f
a Young lady. The young. lady re-
ceiv:ng the hIghest number of - votes
will be manager for the occasion, and
the next font'IiIikes! WIIT have charge
Of the floor. The-young ladies are
supposed to invite the men; and also
to engage skates with them. The
races to be pulled off tonight are ere-
;sting much interest, and good sport
assured, some of the tastes Akers
in the city - being entered -for them.
Hill After Canadian Pacific.
Winnipeg, Feb. 24...-Jamee J. Hill
has engineers on a stretch of foorteen
Lundred Miles between Brandonman
and Calgary, Alberta, and is said to
LW preparing to parallt I the Pacific.
FIRST CLASS LIVERY
MODERATE  PRICES
These are the foundations up-o
which we are building autigella.
Our horses are groomed to the
pink of condition always Indoor
equipment the ben, yet our
prices are extremely reasonable.










For his customers every day. Re-
member that Hart always has your
interest at heart.
Hart's goods are just as represented,
and the price is at all times at the
lowest point.
Hardware, house furnishings and
kindred lines are shown at fitful
figures.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
Subscribers inserting want ads in
The Sun will kindly remember that
all sus* items are to be paid for when'
the ad is inserted, the rule applying
to every one without exception.
FOR dry wood,•old phone 2361.
ROOMS for light housekeeping,
213 Madison. . - • 1
tl;PR heating and stovewood rink
437.. F. Levin,
FOR RENT-Two rooms, 1116
Clay.
BUY your coal of C. M. Cagle. Best
lump lac at yards: New phone 975.
WANTED-RJouiers and boardors.
Apply 917 South Forth.
SEWING machine for sale. Rea-
sonable.- elm 1205, old phone. •
COOK wanted; 327 Smith Fourth.
Chris Leibel.
WANTED-Home in private fam-
ily by young girl to do houiltwork.
,Ring new phone 727.
J. E. MORGAN horse shoeing,
general repairing. rubber Urea, 4U$
South Third,
FOR RUBBER stamps and supplier
phone Paducah Printing and Book
Binding Co.
Al. - Graphuphonen
seven records. Address M. - V.-. S..
care Sun.
WANTED-Two furnished rooms.
Must be magma (se That Jpanselpeep.
ing, privilege of board. A. G. N.
LEAVE orders tor tree teimming
and pruning. Carpenter repair work.
Ney phone 142.
NOT1Cb-Before selling your fur-
niture and stoves see Brooks Bros.
for best prices. 221 Kentucky avenue.
4-0-11ft CLOIMES will always look
like new If cleaned and pissed by
James Daffy, Edith NIseat
Uremia:ay. Mose 2211-a.
FOR SALE-- halt season's full
blooded Huff Cochin roosters. Also
white Pekin ducks. Ring new phone
229.
FOR RENT-Eight room brick
house with bath. on Kentucky alienate
near High school. Apply to Mrs
Girardey at J. A. 'Body &lions.
WANTED-First-class young man
stenographer. Must operate Oliver
typewriter. Address H. Snyder.
drawer P., Paducah,
SOLOMON The tailor, has remu‘ed
to 622 Broadway under Trueheert
building, where he would be pleased
show you his new line ef sprint
samples.'
WE PAY $80 a month salary :
furnish rig and all expellees to i
tact' potrary and ettork powders; en
plan: steady' work, -Bigler Co., X
902, Springfield. Ill.
_
FOR SALE-Five room cottage on
SO foot lot, corner 27th and Broad -
?tray. If can sell at once will take
$1.1veall cash. Call and se it. J. H
Dagger.
77A-ETY. ABLE MAN-Barn *6 daily
In spare time as district maoager.
largest advertising compeer, and
learn business wherein competents
make $10.000 yearly No ealeaseing
liedkin, department 249. Chicago.
• NOTIcei All partieta--tci. whom M
L. Warford Is Indebted are hereb;
notified to present their claims prop-
.11y proven to no at Wein, Ky., or
the_ Silt of, 1,1114. '4 B
 smaisermmemieut
and Eight. Apply to W. D. Greer,
321 North Fifth.
YOUNG MEN to prepare for exami-
nation, for railway and other govern-
ment positions. Superior instruction
by mail. Established 14 years. Thou-
sands of sticcessful students. Sampid
questions and "How Government Po-
sitioas Are Secured" seat free.- -Inter-
state Schools, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
STABBED %IAN 15 BACK
WHEN HE Relist-SED MONEY.
-Because Iteubeti Dorsch, calored,
refused to give net money. Ada Chap-
man, colored, is said to have stabbed
him in the back yesterday morning
on Jefferson street between Third and
Fourth streets. It is said they have
been living together and yesterday
morning Ada went to a livery stable
where Dorsch worked and called hitt
out on the street. They talked a
short cime end on Dorsch's refusal
to give her money, Ada drew a long
knife and stabbed him in the back.
This morning in court the woman
waived examination and was sent to
the county jail with her bond fixed
at $30'4.
$ide Notice.
Pursuant to an oraer entered in the
U. S. District Court, at Paducah. Kate
on the 17th day of February, 191ott,
In the case of Henry Murphy, et al.,
salami the gasoline boat Eunice S., I
will on the 26th day Of February,
4908, at the port of Paducah, Ky., at
the foot of Broadway. at 10 o'clock
a. ns., sell to the highest and best bid-
der for cash in heed, the said gasoline
bciat gunice s., her engines. nrachlto
cry. tackle apparel and furnisbings.
GEO. W. LONG, U. S. M. W. K D.
By Elwood Neel, Deputy.
Bagby & Martin, Proctors for libel-
lant!.
Subsidy to Second (lass Ships.
Washington, Feb. 24.-Senator
Callinger. recognized as the champion
mar can mere-bent marine,
addressed the senate today on passing
A bill, tenting second class matt
ships the same subsidy paid lino class
vessels In transportation of mails.


















Wears the only people in readmit who eaneplean
carpet CLEAN. We .Litre eu -.ti-date machine to
do the work. It raises the nap, brilghtens ihe color
and makes it look like new. Can handle any size-
none too large. Ring up both p'bottes 121.
NEW CITY LAUNDRY & CP[M6 WORKS
114.116 Broadway
CUT POCKETS
DOBBEIts .1st NOT STOP TO
kn.re one
:displayed. The robbers cut out his
.aockets end took about $3, a ring of
ke'ys and h:s tobacco. Atter the role
ry the holdups disappeared quickly
Arian aihIoped to Fulton,
i
ro!t0:1. K3.. Feb, 2.4.--Eulton i
p 
s
repar s!' e to - .oast a ra:d by the night
e rile,, who have threatened TheraasGeorge claYtob livid Up at P"Itit l'r Hamlet? •a t tbaceo b lye, v. I:h vioKnife at tiftft and JsInsereinne litre in ca o.- he does not leave townStreets. 
,Several weeks ago ammunition and
I
-.nls w.-re shipped into Fulton by
Coo Willson. raid both day and night
tooted guards have pairolied the large,
•it•arelloiesoa ...Li _agjalieta,,._61,Qiip40
- i..o re, war-tOng hint to closeup ha
.--
.t
While route home Gorge Clay-
ton. 1717; lNifffhThirerfiliairret . was-Way
laid and robbed of t'Vel 111. he h;-,.
Saturday night about 9 o' ' -.k.
Clayton passed the Firer Baret:
church three negroes emerged from
the ehadow of the church and qualtly
threw him to the around. They held
mhim to the ground and warned bins
not to make an outcry or they would
itaoines, ael el part front Fulton f0r-
!1.1..r. -r T.:plying the first cons-
t Innitti( talon front the night riders a
l ot-pa- lolls character was arrested
latkirg In the rear- of one of the
main bultdings of Hamlett's plant. -It
de veloird after his releeee'thia he be.


















Ask for FREE b9pkjet how to
wash and dry
LACE CURTAINS
L. W. IIENNEBERfiER CO.
-orporatird-)
"The 11-ioute of Quality"
422-4!4 11100WAT WTI MINES Uö
THB PADITCAll EVEN IN G SUN
WILD ORGIES OF
'STATE EMPLOYES
Alleged Misconduct of Asylum
Attendants Gets Airing.
S:treeng Dental Made fly Doctor in
ton rgv-I host tug "  
ley p Act iiiii .
SEIZE SOME OF THF: SUPPLIES
Jacksonville, Ill., Feb. 24.-That
wild u rg it s have been indulged in by
nurses and attendants from the Illia
hots Central hospital for the insane,
located here, Is the Information which
has been received by Represoutatives
Hope and McLaughlin. who arrived in
Jacksonville yesterday morning In
their tour of investigation of thee
date asylums.
Stories have been reaching the ears
of the representatives for the past
two ilayi lu regard to the conduct of
certain attendants. and the legislators
intend to make a thorough investiga-
tion in regard to alleged scandals. Osu-
perinteude.nt Carriel and , other_
dials of the Insane asylum deny that
any of the employes under their
charge hate been guilty of holding
sinnung 11101/o.r. anti
01 cr-hu ark' Women
In all statiocs .•: life. whom vigor and
vitality may havs..1weJa
broken -dew. 1,/ o.-r- work, esseting
iucttl duttsa the too freament bearing of
etiLdren, or other calotes„ will find lu Dr.
Pierre's Favor40 Pr..s:ription the most
Potent, invigorating restorative strengtu-






system for baby', coming and rt
the ordeal comparatively painnos.
- e'en al-stem.  
at condi u
ale. nuus, Seek women. who
Suffer from frequent headaches, back-
eche, dragging-clown distress low down
Is the abdomen, or from palate' or Oleg-
Car monthly periods, gnawing or dis-
tressed senaatleal in stomach, diny or
taint 1-Pelie, me imaginary specks or spots
floating Pekoe evert. have disagreeahle,
pelvic catarrhal "drain, prolapses, ante-
version or retro-versien ol:otber displace-
ments of womanly organs from weatneal
et parts wdl, afictlaw they experience
many or only a few of the aboge symp-
toms, and relief and a permanent cure by
using faithfully sad fairly pentstaetip
Br. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
This world-famed somatic for woman's
weakness,* and peculiar ailments is a
pure glyceric extra...a of the ehoiceat
medicinal note' without a drop of
alcohol In its mike-imp. All its Ingredi- 1
lints printed in plain anelish on its bottle-
wrapper and attested under oath. Dr.
Piero* thus invites the Pietist inveotigae
tion of his formula knott tng that it will
be-fouud to contain only the best agents
known to the moat advanced medical
science of all the elide( tit...SCillIOIS of prac-
tice for the cure of woman's peculiar
\weaknesses and
If Ton want ta know- more about the
cornv*ition and. prolez.sional
t of tile "IN Yerite rea-T-wri ption," sandpostal card rooest to Dr. R. V. Inercen
Buffet.% N. 1., fur his free booklet tzes%-lugof tame
6t. Nursing others wi
ly valuable lb. sustaining
and promOtabundant
for the child. v 0! i'will find it a peceiess
oil ca tet afford to accept aa a seitesti-these midnight revels and say that the, tote for this renieety ar known efons..it&A
remora have been given curreney by! a soma protocol+ of tOtheetett COMM,*
persons who are unfriendly to them.11ium. loun't do it , •
wine Party in Resort.
According to the stores which heed lin spent the enCre day at the asylum.
reached the ears of Representatives :Following tbea action at the Lineoln
Hope teed McLaughlin, a notorious re-asylum. where they seized a loo of
ort 'conducted by a carman who has anitPlles, they made a seizure here to-
been in trouble -several timas in the,daY. The goods. which consiated of
Past is the aendezvous for certain at-lolothing. shots :aid foodstuffs. were
tendants from the insane asylum. This Piriteed in scaled packages to prevent
resort is said to be located in one of t thelr being tampered wall. They will
the best residence sections of fleck be taken to Ch..a.t.o and exautined by
tonvillin only a short distance from t averts in ord, r to determine If they
'he asylum. The report is said to be ate up lo ettetniaid
Ia residence, to all outward aiepear- There has b en some 'ample:at
once perfectly respectable. as Jodi- about the food served at the asylum.
eonville is a "dry" town, the saloons 'it :s claimed that the stt ak served to
here having been voted out of exist- the patients is areal:lied and that the
-ore last fail. the resort coildu 'red by jerocess takes all lb.- nutrition out of





e•Ilio,,ton ..ere9.pontient .4,.1)• !At-
te). I ook 1th /*Maw. 4.1 fionn...• non
tppl) I glv Word.
THE' WRITER la tAil.I.11.1) A LIAM
Washington, Feb. 24.-The scandal
In ni.ticress as the result of the-action
of the naval committee of the homer
In rejecting the administration's citel
program and recommending two bat-
tleshlps instead of four and eight sub-
mariner, Instead-of for, reachi'd the
"you are a liar" stage. Four news
Pall.er men were sietiounced by Hell'
reentarlve Talley.
The quarrel had ita Inception in a
bitter controveley hetweeE Utley aud
Frank It. Lord, a correspondent. who
has the per: large of the floor 'alley
Sac quoted by the newspaper mew he
denounced as saying that the torpedo
TRMI 11) ?Ssd seen f.bU!ed T1O.-
00-0 teethe Republican and the Denio-6
entitle congresilloral fund. ritepreatent-
*titer Merman, chairman of the Re-
publican eonimittre. and Representa-
tive Griggs. of the Democratic com-
mittee, both declared that the este r-
Con was false.
-Mr. 1.1liey states: that- he never
Made this charge, and declared the
rewspaper men referred to were in
the pay of the Electric Boat conapapy,
and were tfi'dug foul methods. Lord
denounced Liiiey, hut Lieey would
rot retract.
I -bargee Is Writing. _
As a culmination of the day's hap-
aenings, 1.,Olry held is eonferenc. %Alt
SPeaker Cannot! Loici.agre..1 to_put h -
,'barges against the El.'trir Rout coin
Ian) in writing, and aulettet them at
an early date to the committee on
rules. Shortly after the house isn't
GOggs secured Lord, and a
Vuutber of witnesees and confronledsass of th.‘ fact that wine, to. a. and leathef. effeatpeohtch.l.to 4.'41.rc! sacs 1.:ileywhisky can be obtained if a Person .r.hat the et •aic is steamed 11.`Causc Lill., firs: 3CCUSCJ Lora of belnean.s known. to be "all r:ght.- lit :s impsaibie to fry enough f..ir th' employ of the Elect-He riflitt' Several weeks ago, accerdlng to the:. 1.1_o Inmates le-calls.'.  of the lack of i.say, and,,tais Lord den:ea. - bet hestories which have reached the fari, oropor tliethen secorantofta nt:os. The-arkno*Iedged the kuthorShip :aof the legislative probers. a Wm a.••ndante. hat'. obie,ied to . Article, in aumiaion. The newsparty was given at tile resort and tht : Coe steamed sr. ak so .trenously that pate r men WS ‘.‘ et uo .11n. r 'marks
tiON114E FERRI' ARE 2i.
Notice to Subscribers
Subscribev are cautioned not to bealarmed or coerced
by the false re ports now- being eireulated. All fire
alarms etpd police Jells are transmitted promp974 to
the titepartneente. _
East Tennessee Telephone Co.p
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It la a great dead _cheotw.r to place amrual subscriptions to *ev-
ent! magazines at the same tan 0 and order theta together from
us. than it Is to buy the saute is rgazines siogly or sutecribe to them
separately. Combination club. Ares are now tuade by which sub-
werribers to several magazines an enure bitegare priers, soniellraes
getting three or four magazines for the price of one or two, Sub-
scriptions may be sent to diffftwena addreages, If desired, and limy be-
gin with nay month. Let us know what [nun-az:Nes you are tak-
Ow now or what Inagazines )eu want to take next year, and we will
klpiote the combination price, oh owing earls( to he effected.
- SAMPLE RARGAIRIL





Or Woman's HOMO —
Cetampenlos $6.00
All for $3.00, Half Price
Reader Magazine ...$3 00





Roth for fit3 ma Half Price













arid Farmer ....$1 00
McCall's Maclaine .. .60
ieatterni
Home Magazine.... 1 00
-- -
$2 '03








Onespaese swhecripilow natal/40w, wIth beaut.ful Harrison PieceCover. :listing all magraainote eingly and 'n Out* at lowest rate., sentyou free on receipt of postal card requeft.
- — 
Cestral Magazine Attic, • • lodissopslis. Indiana.
Ti'e finebs Merrill t otoptHor
1
tevelre lasted until .t -.early „Lama_ their:Meat-is f. a
--1.4e-e-rfreM.._ 7.hY.E.r!ral-ttll'7. hffcturalalitts __ 
pi_
_ - Stories of Cruelty. . • -----‘-t-offive-T-VTind. ' - - - clia u.i;ites aiet..t S at'.1. ran, and (1r socaBesides charges of immorality, Re - Complaint ha, a n ••:t.o been made iyo eate r.- a Far." Line Av exaltned ir-11111111.1111110111"*".1111111116'resentatives Hope and Mciaauahlia ‘ regard to the , ,.ff. e s.r‘ed: and i-aai- I ot.1 r. toned that laileo teas ca.:are quietly looking Into staeonents Iiies of it win. o :zed with the other rg undue advart.age of hi. belng othith have be-en made that some of I fraei..affs. The oheretion to th cut- the floor of the house.
be purses of the as,ylum hive -been ifteois that 41 votamine too notelt alit ' ' .
Tie! in their treatment of paCenuc.leory. It imaliem 1 that attendants
torsos-are said to have 'wtonie en- !tend nurses da rut dr:• ir the sato.
-agel see pulled the hair -slit of theirlgradt. of toffee -whi'l, s Liven to the
*omen charges, and in cr.*, instance iiatients.
t nurse is aceused of tonne a towed Thar* are- three aistatitions here
to chola? a tehel,iotts i.ailai. kr iv. ,.-ir:* .5 tq Its. 1.-c,slators. Re-
Fu;ver.::tentlent Car:Iel :ayu that s..I.3 the i: -sine asylunb. tin. ct. it the
Shea' stor:ea are malicious diatortions'school for the blind and the school
tf real facts and that the only In-
stance, where a nurse ever used a
towel to ritbdue a patient was after
he nurse had been bitten severely
by the insane woman and had wrap-
ped a towel over the woman's head
and month so that she could not bite
her again, •
Seise rood Sapplies.
ReptasentaLves Hope and MeLaugh
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailing
" rate of $2.50, payable in ad- •
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is  virtually a daily letter
rom home.';
-Phone 358
Arid the Paper Will Start
At Once.
for the deaf It was report: d today
that there a as an outbreak of dipho
therla at al: the .institutions. but .t
was found that the -outbreak" Coll-
slated of two castes at the insane asy-
lum and that there was' no danger of,




WILL RE **tilt'''. IN WoNliElt.
LAND" TWA 11:t1t.
lb-henna!, Will Begin Tomorrow at
the_ lit "-The_ Date la
March 7.
Mies Geraldine Lreslan. of innievito
wihi ar...ve in Parfurech tomorrow to
re-hearsais tor the l' 
'rformaneof "Alice In Wonderland," t  be Sive!!
The CTOFS country walla which was by local talent Saturday. March 7, UT.-
started by Prof. C. H. Schriever; lo- der the auspiee's of the Paducah lodge
strutter of se :epee at the High school, of Elks. All those who are to tato.
i
weirir--wrrit--ewetett:' The Iwo', madet'llerf-lnillir'ORYW Ine-alira . -
the walk, t ataxon- ald.o seven ta.lee. Ian at-th . Elk,' Home Tatestiay after -x
Ia, one hour and forty-four mitutea, ndon at ii: 4: arid at 7:3o. Chaper-
Thoee who took the wait were Nldlo ollPs will be present.
Wilhelm. 5% i : Fisher, Cana* Epper- ptlX AND BASKET tliMI•1 \l'. .
heimer, Eddie Mitche: . Frank Lunen 'APSE 141111S IN MU itl% Elt.
burg and C. H. Sebrieves.
The primary oratoneal &West to A car load of logs belonging to the
select the redreventatIve of the High Paducah /On and Basket factory at
wIrocil at the oratorical contest to be Fourteenth and Caldwell streets, have
held at Hoak-Oil/dile March 7, has floated down snweral huqdred -yards
been posponed from Friday to _Mon.: M "dry river" which is sow filled to
day, because of the operetta at the (mellowing with back water. The
Kentucky theater Friday night, This baake eamrarlY'a Yards are Well filled
serer netorr-tirrte VOTS' 11117 nrErT - Wrtn ^ itt! r trod a train Wad, whieit
Professor Suits and arrange the or- arrived turday, was unloaded on
der of the program and the musical the banks of the old river bed and the
ambers. All of 'the-boys have com-' la!" ri"IDIC "ter ttaa4d them away
pleted their crrat.kmus, and every mu- during the night. All the log* win
dent that has uttered the contest arehe recovered, but some expense and
it °able will be encounteeed,conAdent of v:etory.
The girls of the basketkatl squad
will meat title afternooa and *elect a
manager for the teems. It the In-
tention to have a championship series
between the teams, since It Is too.latt
to get games with other echoed'. Reg-
ular practice will be held tomorrow
afternoon.
Next Friday -iitOraing for open;ng
exercise Mrs. William C. Gray and
Mrs. Lelia Wade Lewis will give_ a
mstcal prograal. Both are well
known mueleians,  and the itish sabot)l
pupils are always staff so' have then.
on the program.,
lifFs Catherine 'Powell, of the Wash
I ngtoa ball44ng---Wae--111---teday- and
MK* LOU Ke, Janes, Of the Cadet class
is Culliginte.
Mn, Microbe -Iforrfble'catastropbe l
Ten million lives lost!
Mrs. Microbe - Cool" gracious,
Mike! What has happened!
"The Fast National bank, without
a word of warning sterilized a dollar
b111."-Independent-
A %Yoram will forgive almost any
old thing la a man If he can make her
belieye that he Is In love w'th her.
cite tell* *duet know satlafactios
•
ArOmal stork's of nature fakers









All Coal No Cliskero
The Price is Down




Yau get ham-Nome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve y. u We
give prant personal ate
tenth's at all Limes.
HARRY ANDERsoN, PHONE us
6111111111111111Mar 
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous-but • "calm always
precedes a-storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life-for the time when you will need money-there
is only one way to do it-save. sud you will be sure
Mart today-a doll*: will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-





























REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
Steelkratest fur it
Flumes 835. FRATTENITT BLDG
PAbUCAH. KY.
HENRY MARREN, JR.
REMOVED TO T'RIRD AND
'KENTUCKY.
Oliek Bindle& Dank Welt. Lela
end Maw! Work • spesiaty.
KILLonia COUCH










. The following reduced rates
Sre Knirouneed:
MA I (4L%$
New ,orkisisa, IA.. Hann
ISO&
, For the above occasioe the
111,nols Central Railroad mew
pan y wet sell rOu1141-411“Irk-
ets on February 26. 27, ft,
29 and on March 1 and 2.
1988. for $13.95. good re-
turtles until March 10. 1998.
•
4
For inrormstion, apply to
City Ticket ORIce, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket COIN
R. M. PRATHER,
Arent Union Depot
Thomas Taggart Was ouste% trot
ceiterol of the Democratic organisation..
of !tontine/soils bY the eiectIhn 01 Wil-
liam Fogarty, the candidate of the
anti-Taggart faction, for chairman of
:be firtliocrutic ruminates.. leegarty
defeated l'aggaree candid.* b
seven votes. The poktkal telefulee ut
.;_faaaait 110W aap_he be re-
eMeted national committeeman.
The finance committee. of be sen-
ate Is in favor of amending the Al
drIcb bill to broaden its scope in re-
&Hon to railroad bond* as security
for an emergency issue. As tbe bill
now stands bonds of the Louisville &
Natiliville and the Illinois Central are
the tuslr. southern railroad securities
available as a- basis for the prommed
currency. -
At a conference of representatives
of the Indepedtlence league in ('hi-
1 ego it was decided to form a new na-
tion-al party and to nominate candi-
dates for president and vice-president
William R. Hearst attetided the meet-
ing and delivered an address.
A lively deleste followed the offer-
ing of ki "em-crow" amendment to
the Washington street car bill in the
bode.. The Democrats seized the op-
portunity to poke fun at the Reptibil-
era memberi who rallied to the de-
fenea of the rights of the negro-
eflhe house -cOMM111-04-Q---agelau -
lure will take .no action on the bill
providing for a forest reservation in
the Whit. and Appalachian moun-
tains until the committee on the Judi-
ciary has reported on the constitu-
tionality of the measure. •
The Brotherhood of Locomotive
leagineera has requested a conferenee
with the official% of seventeen south-
ern railroads in regard to the pro-
posedreductiou in wages. The euge
veers say they are already bearing
their part of the burden.
Handbills offening inducements to
tobaceo growers to move to-Ohio were
Mee-Muted at Lexington. Those who
accept the offer are promised assist-
ance. and are assured of land on which
to plant.
eetaries B. an ensigt1 In the
"'tench navy. was found guilty by
eburemartial at Toulon of attempting
to sell naval sellrets to a foreign
power and was sentenced- to life ine-
pt isonment.
In order that' no. voter or Mason
county May be deprived of his vote at
the special eketion to Aimee a repre-
sentative In the legislature a epecial
rcg reset:in has been ordered by the
 .a. •
petition has been rereived by the
settee* in Washington from
nearly 1,400 California school cbil-
Mete who ask for the establishment
of a et...dee:ad national park.
-4-e The emploeto of all rilitraes in
l'ruipsare. which, are ihontrollid by
Britirh cap.taasts. - -
Fire of unkeown arigin broke out
in the council chamber in the city
hall at Cleveland and the building
nariowly escaped destruction.
Former Mayor Fleury ,r. Duncan
of
% 
Lexington. was found guilty of
criminal libel and fined $25 and
costa.
1
Oklaboina Democrats, in convention
It Muskogee, instructed their dele-
gates to the Deaver convention to
, support W. J. Bryan for the presi-
dential nomination. .
England and the smelt of Irelauti
were etwept by a hurricane. Mans fae-
lane_ were reported on laud sad
The Y. M. e._A. biennial closes-at
Winchester today, The meeting hue
been successful from every - et/m(1-
point. _
s
!Mrs snow TIM siollairAINII
Ballard's Snow Liniment is praised_ for
the good it dots. A sure mire for
Rheumatinin and all palms. Wright
W. Loving, Grand Junction, Col..wilts.: 'I used itallard's Snow Lineevent last winter for Rheumatism andcan rerammend it as the best Linimenton the market. I thought-at the time
I was taken down with this troublethat It would be a week before I couldget about, but on applying your Lint-no nt several times durin:r the nightI was about in 48 hours said well inthree days."
Sold by J. It. Dehlactilarger, Lang Bros.and C. O. Ripley,
'The World's Railways.
A very useful report just twined by
the bureau of statistics of the depart-
ment of commerce and labor shows
that irs 1905 the railway mileage of
the world was 567,000.
conservatively for subsequent in-
-k -1.-iialte4weleethat-ftetworra-
approximately 600.000, of a hice two-
fiftts. 2200e,14. miles, is in the United
States. '
Ely' world grand divisions, the chief
distribution is:
M Hes.
North America  260,000
Europe 190,0 u
Aria   ee,00to
Africa   17,111111
Australia and Oceanica 
801Ith America  15.000
Of the practically 600.000 miles of
railway in the ivorld, no' more than
la per cent :s within tropical andeeibe
tropical areas. The greatest length
of railway lu any tropical country ;N
that of India (including Burma), 30.-
000 miles, while tropical and sub-
tropical South America has 15,000
miles; tropical and suetronical Africa,
14,000 niece: Mexico and Centre:
America. 13,3tio miles; the West In-
dian Islands. 2.504i nines: the Dutch
and French possessions in the tropical
otleut. about 1.501. miles each: eropl-
fal and subtropical. Australia, about
1.000 piles; Slane 15-00 miles. and
Philippines, about 200 miles, and Ha-
waii territory, about 100 miles.-
New Yo, sun. _
A Dangerous Operatiou,
is the retnoval-of the appendix 1w- a
eurgeon. No one who takes [Sr.
King's New Life Pills is ever subject-
ed to this frightful ordeal. They work
eie quietly YoU don't feel them. They
cure constipation, headache; billions-
flees and malaria. 25c at•all drug-
gists.
Dennis --GOIn' t' ehpend th' week
end at Cailahane are yee? .Au'
pkwat do 'ex call tie wake-end 
Terrence-Shure, thot's SafburdaY
noighlt front- t h toiniq yes dhra w y u re
pay tileth saloons dose.-Judge.
City Transfer Co.
C. L. van M•ter. Manager.






Did you ever try
GAS COKE
Ask some of our 200
customers about it.
•





Bad Brea*, I'llawking, Itinglag
in the Ears. 1/eafitte., Hacking
Cough and Spitting Quitaly
BOTAN C BLOOD BALM
Tim Itemeily lebleh • nrrn 4 .-
tare& by KfIllaa the ,naerbal
Poise. and Puritylma 11w ineiseL
LARGE SAMPLE FitEE.
105 mum not weisiert doe-Merges et111 A t SF..%iii vtete.ow II tyriot teemthe Ear. and Throat.
CATAittill IS NOT U5XI,. DANGER-OUS in this way, hut it ,.1tOO•8 ulccra.lions, death and decay or bones, kills
ambition, often CRUSts losS of tippet lie,anti reaches to general Senility, idiocyand insanity. It neraisl.' i.ttention at
once. Cur. it by taking Beolsomie BloodBaba tn. B. Nki_ It I. a quick, radical.
permanent cure because it rids the sys-tem of the poison gums that causecatarrh. At the lame time meal Batasla. a. B.) purifies the blood, sloes awaywith every symptom of catarrh. II. ILS. sends a tingling flood of warm, rich,pure blood direct to the paralysed
nerves and parts affected by catarrhalpoison, giving warmth and strength
Bust where it is needed. and in this way
making a perfect, lasting cure of ea-
its-iferntm '
When we my that R B. B. eines we-mean al'eal cure and this We guaranteeIt. B. B. has cured thousands of catarrh
vascs--even time most deep-seated kind
---after every other treatment bad failedB. B. B. does this beettus•alt reaches the
estate of all the troid.le; namely Poi-soned and Diseased 14/..d. Just try R.It. 11. for Catarrh and tots will get wellsurely and quickly.
Botanic Mead Balm (IL B. IL) Is
pleasant and safe to met., composed ofpure Botanic Burred i en ts. SAMPLE
VENT FREE by writing Blood Balm Co.,Atlanta, Ga. BOLD BY it1t17(Kill8Tig. orpont by .express. At $1 PF:R LARGE
BoTTLE, with-complete directions forhome cure.
Sold In Paducah, Ky. by R. W.
Walker & Co.. W. J. Gilbert, LangBros.. Alvey & List.
1111. BERIEN
WILL ItETURN To PADUCAH TO
MEET NEXT YEAR.
Wesi Tetine...eeess. soml Kentuckians
Ileased With Thie Hos-
pitality.
.-41q0e4 -exclizaltel.t_. hr._ The -Sat;
iirday Sun tee Retail Lumber [lea)-
ere Association of west Tenneet... and
Kent ack:, selected Paducah unani-
mously as the city for their meeting
in 194.9. Every member was pleased
as the hospitality extended by the city
and theelocal lumbermen did splendid
uoik in entertaining the -guests.
Before adjournnient late Saturday
at/. rnoon the old officers, beeause of
:I; a good serve u, were le-elected.
The officere are: President. W. K.
flail. of Fulton; vice president, S. B.
le.oche of Jackeon, Tenn.: secretary.
II. P. Bransford. of Union City Tenn.
The program. ineluded many tine pa-
pers Saturday afternoon, and Many
lively discussions were brought up.
Library inyotogre.e.
Washi gt on . D. te-With I .1.:3.S4S
hooks now on the helves. the great
Washington rongreseional ebrary has
uearly reached ha limit, and eungrese
.14 asked to appropriate $1 ,4P401,411441 to
Mereatie the book capacity. The leans
of the promoters of this great library
seek a building which will afford ac-
eoniniodation' for 5,000,lievo volumes.
and make our library the -largest in
the world. -
The- congressional -library le already
a place of international fame. It is
one of the most beautiful buildinge In
Maxhingtion, l'wenty yeare eg.). when
planned. the architects estimated that
the alcoves and rhe adjoining stacks
would acconimodate the natural
growth of the library for a period of
thisty-four years. and that by occupy-
ing the remainder of the library there
would be room for the growth of nine-
ty-eight years. The full capacity of
the former epaees is 1,908.000' vol-
umes. The full capaeity'of the lattet
epaces Is n.637.0441 volumes, but the
increase isetiready ao appalling that
thunedlate plans for enlargement inaht
be undertaken.
It is a fact little known that the con
gressional library is a profitenakinit
institution The total expenditures for
eerviees in maintaining the library,
not including the purchase of books,
for ten Tears bite been 1577.0'9ee Thir-
ing this actor!, however, the sum of
$692,218 has been received by the cap
!tot as copyright Sees. In other words.
the library has made .$115,121 in lee
years.
It is the purpose of Herbert Put-
nam, the librarian of congress, that
tile great congressional building
sheuld contain a copy of every book
toed, pamphlet, pulillabed
That Mr. Putngpes purpose is tieing
fulfilled is shown by the stupendous
addition of reading matter every day
in the year.
I The appropriation congress is asked
to niake will give the United States the
greatest library in all the world be-
yond the shadow of competition.
DON'T MY IT am
Until tomorrow what you can de today.
If you are puffering from At torpid liver
Or eattatIpallon don't wait unfit torture-
reel to get help Hot a bottie of Herb-
In. and get that limit weraing right.
promptee.s aleee health saves many
lick spells. Mr.. Ida Oreeham. Feint,
Tea.. Write. "1 used Butane in my
fatally for els viers and and it does
all it claim. In dn.'.
geld by .1. H. oehisehlasger. hoar Bros.
and 0. !tinier.
Yes can lead I waging.* talk, but




PON'Elt Itieteile 114P\ ISTS
IS SHOWN.
fi-
1'., Itcati• Suitserlaual Ile Was .‘1.11)1).
444114•1 W1114.44 Cobbs Headed Wm
lesseport elonry Is leuerL
(.1elliti DARES el.tNY
Laueanne, Feb. 24.-Prof.
who recently reached here after a dar-
ing &escape from Siberia, whit+ are
extremely interesting as showing how
complete and powerful is the Russian
revoluConary organisation, of which
so much is heard and so little known.
On Tuesday, September 17, 1807,
he and two companions escaped from
the convoy, which was then about half
way between Krasnoiarsk and Irbinak.
and although thcy were running for
life through a hostile country, with no
visible means of support, the long
arm of the escape organization was
pre_emenglan
"I have been very guirded when
speaking of the organization." said the
Professor. "it is only right to take
every precaution to protect my friends
and the most casual word might do
them harm. But there is one thing
I might say without fear-indeed I
am glad 'to say it. for it will only
deepen the mystery and it may help
to perplex the Russiafi officials. who
doubtless, will read my narrative in
the hope thet I may have made a slip.
All -the time% was traveling across
Siberia I never saw a soul connected
eltbelhe organization. I always re
tined news from reliable eources.
As an example of the methode of
this strange and mighty force Gehri
gives this incident:
The three men were running for
their lives when Gehri felt something
hard In his boot, Which hurt him. At
first he was alarmed, for he thought
his foot was injured or that this foet
was wearing out, and he told the oth-
ers that he was afraid they' would have
to iro on alone. „
"My friends refeaed to go." he con-
teaued, "and while I argued with them
I sat down on a rock to examizie my
boot. When I drew it off, and put my
baud into Bete feel If there was anY
!bush:fel-b. I found a conslaeribie
lump under the lining. Closer exam-
hation showed that a nest slit, had
been made in the lining and the intaii
fonF:sted of Reverel pieces of paper
money and a few small coins.
"You call imagine our feelings
when I showed the others what I hail
found. There was quite enough to
provide for oueimmediate needs, and
I forgot all about TIV sore foot,
"Another instance I will tell you."
laughed the professor. "It occurred
one evening when we were In an 'inn
ref Krasoolorsk. I was telling my two
companions that I intended to proceed
to the ,east, to reach Japan If I could
And from there to return to Switzer-
land. But, of course, the great ob-
stacle was that I had noyassport."
"You wilt almost iffigtensetne
to get out of =Vladivostok without a
passport," said one of the other fugi-
tives.
"A small boy had uttered a deafen-
ing yell close to ivy ear, so deafening
that ft-almost dazed me for the mo-
ment. '1 turned to expostulate with
the boy:, but before I could say a word,
the urchin thrust a dirty envelope into
my hand and ran off. I thrust the,
envelope into my pocket to' wait far
a more favorable Opportunity of study
!rig its contents. Imagine my 'aston-
ishment when I °petted the letter later
oh-it confabbed a passport and a
fresh !supply of money!"
This Is Worth Reading.
Leo F. Zellnski. of 68 Gibson Ste
Buffalo, N. Y., says: "1. cured the
most althering cold sore I ever had,
with Bucklen's Arnica Salve. 1 ap-
ebed this salve once a day for two
days, when every trace of the sote
was gone." Heals all mores. Sold
under guarantee at all druggists.
Alleged .tethsna Cure.
Why suffer feom asthma when there
Sr.' so many simple but certain cures
at hand Here are two remedies:
"Postmaster Morgan.- says the Os-
borne Farmer. "has friend a new cure
for asthma. He now goes without his
supper. When he ate supper he ale
ways woke up about 4 o'cloce in the
morning and hail a severe coughiltit
spell, Since going without his supper
he doeirnot cough mei otherwise feels
much 'better. Asthma au thoi Mem ad-
vocate eating nothing after 2 o'clock
In the afteruoon." Another from the
lel Dorado Republican: "An old cod-
ger 4.4.4ona5-esbo-tva• all roe down
and ktered out with the asthma has
about eured himself by,, eating raw
beefsteak. ele outs !t up into chunks
puts a title salt and pepper on it and
eats a lot of it, and now feels like a
different man.. His cheeks are red.
his wheeze has about quit and he say,
he feels bully. He Is practically liv-
ing on raw beef -Kansas City Jour-
nal.
e There are no good points about the
character that sticks into everybody.
1 All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advert;sed in this
paper are on sale ati




THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
KENTtl'KY
. UNITED STATES ock-oarrostir.
Capital, Surplus and l'adivided Profits 11100,000 00
Sliareledie.re Itesposwileilky 1600,000 00
Total re -.1.inuelhillity its Depositors  000,000 00
ft. 11111:111:14,-Prepokient. JOS. J. FIIIEDNI IN. Vice Prebklent.
J. UTTERBACK, (wilder. C. le RICH.CRIMON, Amt. Cashier,
INTERENT PAID ON TIME DEPOSITti.
DIRECTORS.
A. E. ANst..trstsm, a. B. S. A. let/WLICE,,J. I.. FRIED.
MAN, J,('. eltli %eke DR .1. I:. liftooke, BR lck oW EN.
FOR KENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable. ::
AMERICANCRMAN NATIONAL BANK
LAW NEW STATE HOTELICETIROTOUS. 11414
passed by Congress forbidding railroad
operators working more than nine hours%
tiny, has efli4144.41 414.11101141 tosabout 30.000
more telegraph operators than can now be
secured. Railroad companies have cut rail.
road wires Into Telegraphy Department/ 01
DRAUGNO 'S
Practical Business Col -I A.,
For tInnirteer--"Witv Lave eoteirrapnye
canoe address Jno. t I irau Mon, Pres. tit
PADUCAH-814 Broadway.
(Incorporated.)
Parseignes Men say PlIAUGHON'S to TIN
BUT. 'T II 11 115 months' tmoitkesping by
DRAUGUON'S copyrighted methods equals
am elsewhere. 76% of the-U. a. COMB SE'
P011155 writs the aborthand Posuglion
teaches. Write for priers on lesson sill short-
head, Bookkeeping. rentnan•hip, etc.. ST
SAM. or AT COLLEGE. 30 001/elles In 17 States-
1P0eIrlos; seen reel orblost.:1 BACK. BMOC
say tbne; no vacatiOla. Catalogue IPIL1LL.
The End *rimmed:
A reader ,ef the eeew York World
writes-to that paperas follows :
I detect a note ofislaireati In your
editorial on "The 'Third Term." -It
sounds as if you were disappointed
brieuee you were not going to have
Rooeeieet to beat Bryan with.
Thi; at titu-dit7 'of the and lg.!
other New York papers _Walled Dry-
an recalls the old utory of the Adveur
ist minister in 1872 who preached an
eioquent sermon, predicting the end of
the world on November 1.
"Glory"." shogted a fat man in one
of the rear pews.
Ater the service the minister hunt-
ed up his enthusiastic auditor an
raid:
-"My friend. are you as anxious as
you seem ler the world to come to an
end?"
"tirer was the reply, "Anything
to beat Grant!'-Exchange.
MolicIne That is Medicine.
"I have suffered a good deal with
malaria and stomach complaints, but
I have now found a remedy that keeps
me well, and that remedy- is Electric
Bitters; a nredidne that is medicine
for stomach and liver troubles._ and
for nelelliown conditions; saas.W.
)(testier, of Hallida-y, Ark. Electric
Bitten puelfy and enrich the blood,
tone up the nerves, and Impart_ vigor
'and energy to the weak Your money
wilt be refTinded -tt leis- to bele
ou. a0c at all druggists.
The nearer home any reform beetle
the farther and higher it well go.
If You Want to
Make Good
tonight,take your best









D. A. Bailey, Prep.
Newest and beet hotel In the city.
Sates 13.00. Two large sampan
looms, Bath rooms. Electric Light*.











Steamers Joe Fowler amid .Toilla
Hopkins. leave Paducah for-*izio.
ville and iray-tatuttmarat
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and was
loadings at 8 a. in. sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Speciai excursion rates
now La effeet from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
0%1 rOIYM Good music and table sae
surpassed.
For further information apply in
S. A. Fowler, eel eral Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, all
Fowler-erumbaugh & Co's 011ice,
First and Broadway.
ST. LOUIS & TIC/81/11118181 RIVES
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSF:E RIVER,
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennewiee BIM
Every wedneaday at 4 p. as.
A. W. WituJiT Umtata
=IGEN F. It(  ties.
•
Tia company is not responsites
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special exeursion rates from
cab to Waterloo. Fare for the
trip 58.00. Leave., Paducah
























S THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
' auseparilinmillvaurSC c
speaker W. J. Gooch for a special
election to select a representative.
from Mason county to the legislature
to Ail out the unexpired term of the
late Virgil McKnight, Sheriff James
Mackey today posted printed -circu-
lars throughout the county notifyiue
(be voters of the election and In ad-
dition the sheriff ordered a special
-registration to be held next Saturday.
February 29, one week before the
election in'order that every qualified
voter in the enmity may participate jk
the election. This step was taken by
Sheriff Mackey because a large num-
ber of the voters of the city were ab-
sent on last registration day and
could not therefore have a voice in
the special election without first get
Ong their names on the registration
books, and as both Democrats ana
Republicans are anxious to show their
Cull strength the ordering of a special
registration met with the approval_of
the leaders of .both sides.
Vorntents:e to Make Nomination.
The next step looking to the !me-
dal eteetlon-irill be taken on .Tues-
diy when both political parties will
select a candidate tp Contest for the
°Zee. The Democratic candidate will
be named by the Democratic execu-
tive • ommittee, the call for a meet-
ing having been issued by Secretare
Gordon Su:zer, -while at use Fame time
Cockran chairman of the Re-
Publican (-minty committee. 1tied a
call for a mese convention of Republi-
cabs to name a candidate.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palmer-Char:es E. Lanfer. Louis-
ville; L. L. Potts, Mayfield; R. E.
Lee.- Memphis; J. R. Davis. Dyers-
berg- 'WHI Leek/nen. Jackson:' W. Z.
King. Paris; F. J. Lohoff. Evansville;
W. E. Bonesteel. Cleveland; Gu)
Fumbanks, Dyersburg; J. F. Beaty.
Nathville; H. L. W'beeler, Kalamazoo:
0. 0. Johnson, Indianapolis:, H. E.
Wilson, Carbondale; N. W. Hart. Chi-
t-ago; W. H. Cunningham, Sturgis; J.
E. Rawb. Cincinnati.
Belvedere--C. H. ftrattitty. Murray,
S. C. Speers. Cincinhati; Georg:.








cage; W. C. Th4;flipson. Hendersoo
L. Y. Kammerer, Louisville: George
C. Jami:S, Memphis; F. M. Bush
Smithland; A. J. Ransom, Buffalo: L.
.-D. Threlkeld. Stnithland; C, P. Wil-
Scott Nil: J. C. Freeman. Chi
PARTISANS LINING (P FOR AN- solo.(-ago; IV. Brest. 1.eraine: B. A
OTHER ROCND AT POLLS.
James. Everetlk; J. W. Carradine,
Wesson.
New Richmond -G. W. &tweeds,
Dessokeate will Nominate By Com- Vicksburg:" G. M. Lansing, Deus-
mutes, Republicens Ity Con. burg: C. P. Wilson, R. M. Edwards.
%CM . BloomfitA: B. I,. Hamilton,
(retry Chambers. lifrdsvilre;
_ Jen Jackson, Rose lair-. Dan Ruseetl,
Mayfield: John Hardy. Brookport:
Maysville. Ky., Feb. 24.- in ac- Harry Wilson. Snethland: J. S. Peal,
co:dance with the • cal; issued by Bandana: W. I Atwell. Brookport:
H. A. Grenaugh. lamisv,11e; 0. A.
Rudd. Ackerman: H. M. Stacey, Brae
sun: C. H. Wilson, Smith:and.
With Little Folks.
"Itini-t you eight you was a queen.
Magee.. an' hail a. throne to aft Onr
'1;..,..!•veKs. no'. I have so mach troll -
trite getrie-itt this chair that I don't
see hew I could peer climb lute a
throte.'""- Neu 'York World.
TO PRINCETON
LAD1144 OF ENGINELIte' 11 A:M-
IAMI- HIVE (d)Nl .
Party Will He lentertatimil Wily land
Society. No. 21u.
Many members of the ladies' aux-
iliary of the Brotherhood of Locomo-
tive Fsemen and Enginemen left at
i
noon todey for Princeton. where they-
will be the guests of Hr land sotietY.
No. 214, at an oyster supper and en-
tertainment tonight. Those compos-
ing the party- were: Meeriames C.
Loyd. J. S. Spinner, E. Varbel, H.-C.
Craton, H. Barksdale, T. L. Roeder.
A. C. Siayden, J. B. MtGaire, P. L.
Thomas, T. G. Stevenson: W. D.
Thomas, C. H. Muenster. C. Hart, G.
L. Brown:C. F. Rafferty. Fred West
and Miss C. Slay den.
The tevesibek.ffees:-10e a meek
WANTED! I
Young Men and Women fir poaltoosrif trust,
where intelligent service will he appreetated and
pail
Experienced Men and Women for positions re-
quirinwability and tact-
People of All Ages, of all talents, of divers
attlities. for suitable lines Of employment-
Used Things-sucb as Piano*, Organs., Every
Sort tit Musical Instrument, Writing Machines,
(Mall Registers. s to re _and Office Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines, liotika, Engravings, PosteCarris,
Stamp Collections, Rugs, Carpets, Furniture of
every kind-
horses and Carriages, trucks, business traitous,
bicycles, guns, cameras, fishing tackle, autouto-
biles--
Real Estate-iota, plots, acre* leaseholds, equi-
ties, houses, fiat, apartMents, stores --
Inntructipn In painting, singing, the violin and
piano,. short-hand, scumnting, ourrestsindcoce,
language. dancing-- •
Name to Live- houses, apartments, furnished
reeling, tininttlitrtillare life is interesting.
17tese arc some of the thousands
Of people and thin es that are
'wanted" in th i s ri st now,
sod if yOU east fill ((0 1/ of these
sofsvantS"
-INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC





twee/gin Arrested at -11uon-h Door,
Tells Police Sono. He Could Not
Jitli ALI Prises.
PINOPLE whINE ',Amy STHIt'KEN
Denver, Col-, Feb. 21.-Father Leo
Ilieenrichs aas shot and killed 
when
administering the sacrament at early
metes in Bt. Elizabeth's Catholic
church, this city. at 6 u'eloth Sunday
morning. Kneeling at the altar rail.
between two women. Alto Guiseppe
pressed the muzzle of a revolver
against the body of the priest, after
receiving front It in the consecrated
water, and shot the priest through
the heart. Exclaiming "My God. My
God," Father I.eo fell prone in front
of the altar and died without tittering
mother-word. Witireetteeturttentew
scream the assassin sprang into- the
aisle and. waving the Smoking pistol
about his head, dashed to the church
door.
The congregation became panic.
stricken. Some women fainted, and
many became hysterical. Petrolutan
Daniel Cronin,' overtook the fleeing
Galled on (be steps and he attempted
to shoot the policeman. The murderer
was hurriedly rernoved to the city
Jail.
Father Leo's body was removed to
the c:ty morgue. A single hole in the
white communion robes of the priest
showed that s tilt 'bullet had gone
straight to the heart. The bullets re
maining ip the revolver had sharp-
ened points, _
Guiseppe admitted to the poi lee-
man that the priest whien, he had
killed was a stranger to hie,. and In
explanation of his crime =Lae the fol.
lowing statement:
"I just went over there because I
have a grudge -against all priests In
general.' They are al: agaiest the
working man. I went to the com-
munion rail because I could get a
better shot. I did not Wive a dame
whether -he was a German or any
ether kind of a _p_riest. flex.  are all
in the same chum,
"I left Italy three months ago;
went first te Central America and
then came to the Cnited States and
to Denver. I am an anarehlet,- and I
am proud of It. !shot him and ii
only regret is that I could-not have
shot the whole bunch of priests in the
church. 1 11.10 a shoemoker, but hart.
not worked since coming to Denver."
Guiseppe_was later taken to Colo-
rado Springs for safe keeping.
VENICE MINI'S WATER.
Ogees of the Adriatic lllll st re rane
Ite Sea ('omet.
Venice without waler would hardly
be Venice at all. but we are assured
by eminent authorities that there is a
possibility that the picturesque Venice
of today_ may become a city of the
past and eventually may be waterless.
It appears that the regular Inereave
in the delta of the river Po la such
that in course of time the Northern
Adriatic will be dr). and Venice will
no more be upon the sea. A comport-
eon or the Aupetrian map of 11123
with the record of the surveys of 195el
.hoes that the mean 'annual Increase
of the delta derieg these 'eighty-three
eare, has been three-tenths of a
square mile.
An enerearrhmeni ipon the sea
th-ree-ten t ha ol-a litiTirTri 1 yese-tenti
alaige inoreese in a century. .1t
twee. that the total Inereave In six
centuries has been about 195 square
miles. This Increase Is continuing,
and the Gen of Venice is doomed to
disappear.
.to immediate alarm, hoeeeve
r, may
be felt, and our American touristi
will not find It necessary to burry off
to-Venice In order to obtain a fare-
well look at the city In it. present
picturesquesiesP.
It is calculated on the beat author-
ity that between a hundred and a hun
dred and twenty centuries will 
elapse
before the entire Northern Adri
atic
will have become dry land.
Ireeisal Mrs. nebbish..
Mr. Subhults-Do you expect Ally ,is
flora tonight. my deer?
nimbuba-Well. roused...ring tent
Bridget's going to leave. Willie's 
pa
the tubneltilk the cellar Is floteled mid
Ilse grocer hasn't allied for two days
TIM I do.-Ally Metier.
1fei man agree* with a woman sbe




Special Inducement's for Early Shoppers
All This Week
.11•110.
Sale of Fine Imported Embro'deries
This year our showing of fine Cambric and Swiss
Embroideries it the greatest in every respect of any we
have yet shown. ii_periale in Embroiderieri bought for
this sale.
Special it 10c vara__Edge, Insertions and Headings. Camel-
neck and Swiss: many pieces worth up to 20c yard, 10c
Waist Front Embroidery, exclusive designs, yd. $1 30 to of
Match Sets Embroidery of Swills and Cambrick, dainty, neat
and showy, yard ..... - 15e to foi)c
New Separate Swiss Medalions, very dainty and pretty,
  .  SeboTlie
:714'11r:eh Flouoclisgs with insertion to Match, exolealve 4.-
signs -/i0
o to 760
Hand Ecabrolderfid-V0,111400011 leelliallisontethinkfis 50 
and $300---
40t4irehae‘til Cover E nbrulderies, some very good patternstand new
hinge at. yard ............. 
tine Swiss and Cambric Embroidery and Insertions, exclu•
sive patterns, yard I fre to 75c
E 1.broideries front fie per yard to .6.00 per yard.
Dress Goods, Silks, Nets, Etc.
New fads spring and summer are here in endless variety.
Black Voile Special
3 Octet. 41 inch Black Voile an exceptional •lushly that we
have been selling at Cl 2.:1, for this sale, for jar& r. 96c
New Belts. Collars, 'Buckles, Belt Pins,
Combs, Leather Goods, Belting', Etc.
This flue is now 1111011Ing the exact things and at vety
reasonable prices If you want dainty new noveltigs get
them at this department..
Second Sale of Muslin Underwear
Here are many exceptional values you 'isn't afford
to min. We are offering the greatrst values in Muslin
Cuderweer ale we have ever attempted Corset Coven,
Drawers, Gowns, Skirts and Chemise.
Table No,l-roreet Covers and Drawers, trimmed with Ism
and dnibroldery, best value ever offered.   ---- See
Table No. 2-Corset OureFS, Drawerti and Skirts, embroi-
dered. hemstitched and tucked: exceptional 'albeit.-- 50c
Table No. 3-Corset co very and Drawers, lace and embroi-
dery, hemstitched and tucked. This extra Tire value tor. elk
Table No. 4- Corset Wears, Gowns, Skirts and Drawers, lace
and embroidered. Greatest value offered, al.. -. 69c
-Table No. 5-Gowna. Drawers and Skirts, many styles, excep-
tional quality_  69c
Table No. 6-Corset Covers, Drawer., Gowns, Skirts; dainty
awl snowy patterns; best yet, at .....  • ......75c
Table No. 7-Corset Covers, Drawers 0owns, pine and
Cheiniee. Splendid 11.96 values Sec
-We handle onlythe best miles of muslin garments.
Hand-Tailored Undergarments
u"The Oreeq  e" Muslin Underwear. which ws
are exclusive agents for, is the finest ready-made, hand-
tailored goods to be had. There is none better.
New Circular Drawers, tailored, cut and made felled foams,
no fullness . -51 be to 53 SO
Tine Cornet Covent, hand embroidered, hand made, perfect
fitting  ... $1.00 to 01.00
Skirts of sear lua:it:y, embroidery or lace, tailored by band.
Many styles 91 50 to *I 00
Gowns, Dainty Gowns, of extra giva,ity, ken Or high neck,
with or without sleeves --------------------1150 to Se .0
Combination Suitt{ Vine three and tour piece Suite: Match
patterns and extra quality garment*, up to







CLERK IN CAR DEPARTMENT.
Will lie evict-retied By I,uke 'tumid
ly',
Ha'. H.-en Tine- Keeper in
sitt.pn.
Frank Theobald. the popular and
eflicient_thief clerk of the car depart-
ment 'at the illinoTs Central shops.
has resigned his position effective
Mirth I. wh.ch will complete 
the
eighth year of his service-In that ea
'tacky. Mr. Tbeobald gives up Ms
position because of the Close ofiLes
reintinenrsne which the duties of the
place requires andewiti- entre-
other business In which he -will be in
the open air, believing it will be
nent
his health. :levee of his eight y
ears
of service have been under Master
Car Builder T. "3t.-- 15111 getter; vim 
ta
loth to give up sec& a capable 4,444*.
Luke Burradel. who has been with
the departuelnt as time keuper for
 the
east year, will succeed Mr. Theo
baid
as chief clerk, and is in ev
ery way
capable of handling the work. tie has
beeti familiarizing himself with th
office for aeyeral weeks sun a .11
 hi-
enabled to take. up the iverk 
without
any confusion whatever to the 
depart-
ment. Jimmie Myelin, at preen
t
clerk es the round -hoist', will 
succeed
it trade! as time keeper. 
,
Among the IIIMIlined Mew.
Robert L. Keeney. the ear repairer.
whose foot wee amputated at tte. In-
step Saturday. on account of his b
eing
accidentally shot by his friend, Will
Hutchens. as correctly told in Satur-
day's Issue of The Bun, is 
resting
easy at the hospital 
today and his Phi*
sictans state that further amputation
will/ not be necessary its is often the
case with gun shot wounds
. Mr.
Ratchnps. who Is also a shop employe.
and Wrest friend of Keeney. 
is alma.
distracted with grief over the unfort-
unate affair. although no 
blame what-
ever is charged to him. 
Both are
among the most popular emp
loyes it
the shops.
R. L. Beck, the Illittolg Centr
al
brakeman. who has been at the 
hos-
pital several weeks with an attack 
of
alarla snit rhieniatism, Is mu
ch Inn -
Proved though trot yet able to 
lesvc
his bed.
Foremen George Bennett, of 
the
car department, who has been 
Ill of
the grip, has about recovere
d.
"Do you think Mars is 
Inheibileee
asked the scientific person
•• "I really cull lay that I Care to
uch
WItetber it is or not." answered 
Miss
Cayenee "There are already eno
ugh
neighbors to talk sb;ttt.--Waeldntr-
tie Star
ii
millmmillW dollop milbwrilber milam raw. wilbelo
RIYER N I t
Silver tamps.
Cairo 44.6 "1.6
Chattanooga  5 4 .6
Cint tenet!  40.0 1.9
Elari•v!:le  40 1.0
Florence  9.6 1.5
Jt.hnsonville  26.l 0.7
Louisville  Ze 4
Mt. Carmel .....
Nash vele . .   1 t .5
Pittsburg .....   :et
St. Louis .  0
Mt Vernon . . . . 440.1
Paduea.h   111.7
I
Went Kimioaky Cosi eowipasy.
The (leeriest Lee lit due tonight
from Cincinnati on hen. way down to
J Memphis
I The Ie. k Feeler got away at lb
'O'clock this morning for Cairo wills a
'big trip of freight. She will Wen.
lat 10 tonight. --
rlae A half awaken visite) barge floated
till down Ins Oblo yesterditi aftereefon
fall It is not known to whom the barge
Mae boons, .
all The Lizzie B. Archibold towed
all oral barges up from Brookport
4.2- tall morning
1.0 rise
0.3 fall The Ikocalog
4.0 fail 




River stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing. 40.7, a rise of 0 4 since yesterday
sleg--a*Wo-piee--er--1-w-wweellartarr--
day.
The Harry Brown passed, up the
Ohto Saturday with a big tow of
mptiee for
The beta E Weld in Jeeps
erttheirernr-oe-efrer°
The Nellie W'illet went to Jopee
Saturday night with a tow of ties and
returnee yesterday afternoon and left
for Nashville, where she wIll be In
led.
The Ferguson & Palmer derrick'
teat went to the Mississippi to load
logs
The Vlorenre fitarmei passed down
ihe Ohio with a tow of coal from Cin-
cinnati to Cairo She is taking the
plata of the Charlotte noefaicr, whiel,
brolke_a shaft and run through her-_ .
self -
The Bottorff arrived from Nash-
ville last night and left at noon today
for Clarksville, and will return Wed-
nesday morning and leave for Nash-
ville.
The Joe roWler arrived trim Ev-
ansville yesterday afternoon and left
at 10 o't lock today for the satne port
with a good trip of freight, The
Ho kin, will be the Evansville Whit
tomorrow.
Theeemeket Falls City peseed down
the Onto yesterday afterreem shout
5 o'clock bouad for Vicksburg front'
boulsville. She will go in the Ark..-
555 river trede
The itunsell Lord left this morning
for the Mississippi to tow lien front
White river to Cairo for the Ayer &
Lord Tie company.
The Mary Anderson got In yester-
day afternoon from Nashville with a
tow
The Harth went to the mines at
Caxeyvilie yeeterilay eftertmen after
a tow of coal for the West Kentucky
Coal company,
The ()astalla got away this morn-
lug for Nashville and will bring bark
a tow of ties for the Ayer & Lord Tie
company.
Cosy, rIllo with A tow of coal for the
The Egan will be le Useight from
this
ye Ilereetelgarte reed..
Jarkson. Kr.. Feb 21.- The Breath
et grand lure, *hie-tile now in use
ivon, has beim the Invetelgathet of
the Breathitt feud eases and a turn-
her at vrtneesila bare been summoned
It is expected that inelletenenui melt
be returned in connection with the
murder of Dr. Cos and Jim Orsekrili.
No fndittateres have e‘wr been re-
turned in these cases in Breettett
county, although ant ladictment was
retaried • in the Mareum ease. The
elsern Is made that lines have been
laid for some groom evidence.
Red tape Is the bandage that beret,
a munimined trialltution together.
SPECIAL FOR THURSDAY
-Witfr-tsch- 50 cent -purchase
of Parachamph we give oac
2k - CAKE OF FARA-
CAMFII SOAP FREE!
J. D. BACON, DRUGGIST
Cor. 7th and Jaoltson Bta.
11•1111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
SPECIAL FOR THURSDAY
We will give One Cake of
PARACAMPH SOAP rip
With each 50c purchase ol
PARACAMPli
McPherson's Drug Store
